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ABSTRACT
DESIGN OF LOW POWER SWITCHED-CAPACITOR PIPELINE ANALOG-TODIGITAL CONVERTER
By
Gang Chen
University of New Hampshire, September, 2011
An Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) is a circuit which converts an analog
signal into digital signal.

Real world is analog, and the data processed by the

computer or by other signal processing systems is digital. Therefore, the need for
ADCs is obvious.
In this thesis, several novel designs used to improve ADCs operation speed and
reduce ADC power consumption are proposed. First, a high speed switched source
follower (SSF) sample and hold amplifier without feedthrough penalty is implemented
and simulated. The SSF sample and hold amplifier can achieve 6 Bit resolution with
sampling rate at lOGs/s.
Second, a novel rail-to-rail time domain comparator used in successive
approximation register ADC (SAR ADC) is implemented and simulated. The
simulation results show that the proposed SAR ADC can only consume 1.3 //fTwith a
0.7 V power supply.
Finally, a prototype pipeline ADC is implemented and fabricated in an IBM
90nm CMOS process. The proposed design is validated using measurement on a
fabricated silicon IC, and the proposed 10-bit ADC achieves a peak signal-to-noiseand-distortion-ratio (SNDR) of 47 dB. This SNDR translates to a figure of merit
(FOM) of 2.6pJ/conversion-step with a 1.2 V power supply.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are critical building blocks in modern
signal processing and communication systems. Various kinds of ADC architectures
have been implemented to meet different requirements in different applications, such
as, flash ADCs, folding and interpolating ADCs, two-step ADCs, pipeline ADCs,
successive- approximation-register (SAR) ADCs, delta-sigma ADCs, integrating
ADCs, etc. Among all the ADC architectures, the pipelined ADC has the advantage of
maintaining high accuracy at a high conversion rate with low complexity and power
consumption. Therefore it is used extensively in high-quality video systems, high
speed data acquisition systems, and high performance digital communication systems,
where both precision and speed are critical. Some typical applications for ADCs are
listed in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1-1 ADC Applications [1]
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1.2 Motivation
The continued down-scaling of transistor dimensions in submicron CMOS
technology brings much optimism to the current and future state-of-the-art digital IC
systems because of the dramatically improved IC density and frequency response. As
the supply voltage is also scaled down proportional to the transistor dimensions, the
power dissipation of digital circuits is dramatically reduced. Pipeline ADC, however,
are difficult to improve with down-scaling, because they rely on high gain
operational-amplifiers (opamps) and well-matched components to produce highprecision converters. First, large open-loop opamp gain is difficult to realize without
sacrificing bandwidth under the continuing trend of submicron CMOS scaling, which
are coupled with lower power supply voltages. Second, there are physical limits on the
component matching due to process variation, so conversion accuracy cannot be
improved continually with CMOS technology scaling. Third, low-voltage analog
design does not necessarily imply low power consumption. In order to compensate for
the reduced signal swing and to achieve the same dynamic range, the power
consumption of analog designs generally increases with reduced supply voltage.
Recently, with the demand for longer battery life in mobile systems, low power
pipeline ADC is highly attractive. Therefore, in this project, our primary goal was to
find a power-efficient pipeline ADC architecture to reduce the power consumption.
1.3 Existing Approaches
In this project, we will focus on the low power challenges of pipeline ADC.
Proposed power-efficient pipeline ADCs techniques relevant to this thesis are:
(1)

The elimination of the front-end S/H;
2

(2)

Power scalability method;

(3)

And the employment of non-opamp based amplifiers;

The front-end S/H was eliminated by relying on the redundancy of the first
pipeline stage [13][14][15][16]. As a result, the impact of sampling skew appeared as
an input-referred offset on the sub-ADC comparator is eliminated by the redundancy
of the first pipeline stage. Therefore, high frequency inputs require a low sampling
skew between the sub-ADC and multiplying digital to analog converter (MDAC), and
increased conversion time (hence increased cost) must be taken into account.
Power scalability is a reconfigurable property, which allows for multiple design
specifications to be met with only one low power design [17]-[20]. The reconfigurable
solution enables an ADC's power to scale with different sampling rates and
significantly reduces design time.
The most promising power-efficient topologies reported are those with no opamp,
which is the most power hungry component in pipeline ADCs. Usually, in the pipeline
ADC design, a capacitor feedback network around an opamp establishes a highly
linear and precise gain but it comes at the cost of reduction of bandwidth in the
closed-loop system. The unity gain frequency of the closed system is reduce \l f
times than that of the open loop. As a result, pipeline stages with large closed-loop
gains come at the cost of reduced speed. To overcome this limitation, some
researchers have investigated the method of open-loop amplifiers to reduce power
consumption [21]-[23]. The penalty in an open-loop topology is reduced linearization
and degraded process desensitization, of the closed loop system is sacrificed.

3

Therefore, open loop topology applied in pipelined ADCs requires complex nonlinear
calibration [21] [22][23].
In this paper, a low-power pipeline ADC [24] is presented that has significantly
lower power consumption than many previous 10 bit resolution ADCs in the mid-tohigh speed. The ADC still requires power-hungry opamps, but the feedback factor /
is greatly reduced. The power requirement of these opamps is much relaxed and
consumes less power.
1.4 Novel Approaches
Although many techniques are already available to either improve the accuracy
or reduce the power consumption, as we mentioned in Section 1.3, there is still some
room for improvement in certain applications. In this work, several novel designs are
proposed.
First, a high speed switched series source follower (SSF) sample and hold
amplifier without feedthrough penalty is proposed. The feedthrough effect, which is a
typical challenge for SSF sample and hold amplifiers, is cancelled in our new
approach, and the proposed sample and hold amplifier obtains a 6dB better total
harmonic distortion improvement over the traditional method.
Second, a novel rail-to-rail time domain comparator is proposed. The proposed
time domain comparator does not only save power but also scales well in the deep
submicron process.
Third, a novel multiplying digital to analog converter (MDAC) architecture is
proposed.

The proposed MDAC architecture eliminates the feedback penalty,
4

resulting in more than four times less power and two times less output noise than
those of traditional architectures and it is used in 1.5 bits per stage pipeline ADC.
Both methods are demonstrated in simulations as well as experiments in Chapter 5.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. The basic operations of various kinds of
ADCs are described in Chapter 2. An overview of the sample and hold issues and
advanced enhancement techniques is given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, advanced
techniques for low power design are presented. In Chapter 5, a novel MDAC
architecture, which can greatly reduce the power consumption as well as the output
noise, is described. The conclusions and possible future work are presented in Chapter
6.

5

CHAPTER 2
ADC ARCHITECTURES
This chapter gives a brief introduction of the fundamentals of analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs).

Various ADC architectures are generally reviewed. The

comparisons among different ADCs are summarized.
2.1 Analog-to-digital Conversion
An Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) can be described by two operations:
sampling and quantization as shown in Fig.2-1.

Sampling
Analog
Input

*

Quantization

y

H^O-

t

t

Clk

Clk

„ Diaital
Output

Figure 2-1 Principle of ADC Architecture
During the sampling stage, the analog input signal is converted into discrete time
signals; while during the quantization stage, the discrete time signals are quantized
into a set of discrete levels, which can be expressed in a digital format. Fig. 2-1 shows
the transfer curve of an ideal 3-bit ADC. The X-axis and Y-axis represent the input
signal Vin and Dout respectively. For a 3-bit ADC, eight levels of digital outputs are
generated and each level is described by a 3-bit binary code. As shown in Fig. 2-2,
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VFS is the full scale analog input signal. A is the step size, expressed in units of
LSB(least significant bit), and is calculated by:
V
1 LSB = A = ——, where m - number of bits
T

(2-1)

'out

111
110
101
100
011
010
001

LSB

000

A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A 7A

+ vtin

vfFS
Figure 2-2 Ideal 3-bit ADC Transfer Curve
Even an ideal ADC introduces quantization errors. As shown in Fig.2-2,
quantization error is defined as the difference between the discrete analog output level
and the input value. Quantization error is bounded between -A/2 and+A/2 as shown
in Fig.2-3. Those errors are usually modeled and studied as an additive noise source
to the analog input signal; hence, the quantization error is also referred as quantization
noise. Since the error is an intrinsic result of the quantization process and is
independent of the particular method ADC operation, the quantization noise can be
reduced only by increasing the resolution of the ADC.

7

Figure 2-3 Ideal 3-bit ADC Quantization Errors
2.2 ADC Figure of Merit
ADC performance metrics, including both the static and dynamic sides of ADCs,
is now presented. The specifications reviewed here are not complete, but cover most
of the important performance characteristics discussed in this thesis [25] [26].
There are two sides of the ADC performance: static behavior and dynamic
behavior [26]. The static behavior metrics are listed below:
• Sampling rate: how many samples the ADC can process within a given time;
• Effective Number of Bit (ENOB): the measurement of overall accuracy under
real-world conditions;
• Latency: how many clock cycles between the sampling instant and the moment
when the digital code is available at the ADC output;

• Differential nonlinearity (DNL): the maximum deviation of code width from A ;
i.e. 1 LSB as shown in Fig. 2-4;
• Integral nonlinearity (INL) is the maximum deviation of code transition from
its ideal value as shown in Fig. 2-5;
• Offset: the amount by which the ADC transfer function is shifted from the
ideal transfer function. It is often not a critical parameter, since it can be easily
compensated by digital pre/post-processing.
Another group of parameters used to describe the dynamic performance of
ADCs is shown below:
• Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): the ratio of the output signal power to the total
output noise power. This is usually measured with a sinusoidal input signal.
• Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR): the ratio of the signal power to
the total noise and harmomc power at the output. This is also usually measured with a
sinusoidal input signal.
• Spur free dynamic range (SFDR): the ratio of the signal power to the largest
harmonic noise component at the output. Also, this is usually measured with a
sinusoidal input signal.
• Total harmonic distortion (THD): the ratio of the power of all the harmonics to
the power of the fundamental signal component.

9
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Figure 2-5 ADC Integral Nonlinearity
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2.3 Converter Architectures
Based on the fundamental idea mentioned in the above section, different
architectures have developed for implementing ADCs. Normally, Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) architectures can be separated into two main categories according to
the sampling rate of the input analog signal [27]: 1) Nyquist-rate analog-to-digital
converters; 2) Over-sampling analog-to-digital converters. A Nyquist-sampling ADC
limits the input analog frequency range, which must be less than half of the Nyquist
frequency. The sampling frequency of an over-sampling ADC can run many times
higher than the input signal frequency. Within each category, there are many
subsections. Table 2-1 shows the division of various types of ADC with their
conversion rate and resolution.
Conversion Rate

Nyquist-rate ADCs

Over-sampled ADCs

Slow(l-100 Ks/sec)

Serial(ramp, dual-ramp)

Very high resolution

(<16 bits possible)

(<24 bits possible)

Medium( 1-500

Successive

approximation Moderate resolution

Ms/sec)

algorithm, Pipeline

(<16 bit possible)

(<14 bit possible)
Fast(l-10 Gs/sec)

Flash, Time- interleaved

N/A

(<6 bits possible)
Table 2-1 Classification of ADC Architectures
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Different ADC architectures can be adopted based on the application
requirements. However, the challenges in all kinds of ADCs designs are to maximize
the speed, accuracy and bandwidth while at the same time minimizing the power and
chip area. In the following section, we will discuss the details of different ADCs
topologies and their applications
2.3.1 Flash ADC
Flash ADCs are the fastest converters. Though flash converters are capable of
very high sampling rates, the amount of associated hardware is very large when high
resolution ( » 8 bits) is required. Therefore, flash ADCs are best candidate for very
high speed but low resolution applications.
Full flash ADCs are the most straightforward way of flash ADC implementation
as shown in Fig. 2-6 [28]-[29]. An N-bit flash ADC consists of a resistor string and
2AN-1 comparators, which evaluate the analog input and generate the digital output as
a thermometer code. The codes are then converted to N-bit Binary or Gray codes.
Since the converter requires only one clock cycle per conversion, the architecture is
the fastest of all current structures. Because voltage references are generated through
a resistor string, flash ADCs are inherently monotonic resulting in good differential
linearity. However, there are several drawbacks for this architecture. Since 2AN-1
comparators are needed in an N-bit ADC, the hardware complexity increases
exponentially with its resolution. This implies that power consumption and die area
also increase exponentially with the resolution. The second drawback is that the ADC
input needs to drive all the inputs of the front end comparators in parallel, which
represents a significant nonlinear capacitance, thus increasing the total power and
12

aggravating the nonlinearity of the converter [30]. Third, the need for precision
matching of the resistor string and the comparator's performance limits the linearity of
the flash ADC.

+Vref

/Digital
r' Output

-Vref
Figure 2-6 Flash ADC Architecture
Three properties of the string resistors affect their precision: (1) geometry (which
is determined by shape), width, and length, resulting in local mismatch, (2) gradients
of sheet resistance, and (3) variations in the polysilicon-metal contacts. Better
matching can be obtained by using unit resistor elements with increased width and
length. This is because most of the variation in resistance stems from perimeter
irregularity due to lithography. The gradients of the sheet resistance can be cancelled
to first order by cross-coupled layout [31]. Contact resistance also becomes an
important factor to achieve good matching when the resistors have a low value.
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There are three important degrading factors in comparator performance: (1) input
offset, (2) kickback noise, and (3) sparkle (or bubble) error. The sparkle error results
from the lack of a sample-and-hold amplifier with a fast-varying input signal. It can be
resolved with digital correction logic [32]. Kickback noise generally corrupts
sampling of the analog input signal. The general solution to suppress it is to add a
preamplifier before the latched-comparator. Comparator input offsets can be reduced
by numerous offset cancellation techniques [33].
2.3.2 Sigma-Delta ADC
Sigma-Delta analog-to-digital converters belong in the over-sampling converter
category. Typically, the input signal is sampled many times faster than the digital
output rate. Data conversion is first done at high speed with low resolution. Digital
filtering is then applied to increase the overall resolution. This approach is very
effective and can dramatically improve ADC performance [34] [35].

Integrator

Comparator

out

Figure 2-7 First-order Sigma-Delta Modulator
Fig. 2-7 shows the basic architecture of sigma-delta ADC. The input signal goes
into the modulator through a summing node. It then goes through the integrator. The
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comparator, acquiring on the output from the integrator, generates the digital output
signal. The comparator output is fed back to the input summing node through a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The feedback loop forces the average of the DACs
output to be equal to the input signal. As a result, the average output of the modulator
tracks the input voltage. A decimation filter is applied to the comparator's output to
generate the final digital output.

Since the sigma-delta ADC is an over-sampling

ADC, it cannot run at very high speed. A sigma-delta ADC trades off speed for
resolution. It has no stringent requirements imposed on its analog building blocks and
doesn't demand strict band requirements for its analog anti-aliasing filters.

Integrator

Quantization
Error N(s)

'out

Quantizer
Model

Figure 2-8 Noise shaping model of a sigma-delta modulator
The noise shaping of a sigma-delta modulator can be seen in the linear model
shown in Fig.2-8. The comparator is modeled as an uncorrected additive quantization
noise source, N(s).

The transfer function from input to output is given in equation

(2-2):

Y(z)
X(z)

H(z)
\ + H(z)
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(2-2)

which corresponds to a lowpass filter characteristic? However, the transfer function
from the quantization noise to the output is given,

N(z)

l + H(z)

which illustrates a highpass filter characteristic. Therefore, the sigma-delta modulator
loop pushes the quantization noise into a higher frequency band, which is filtered out
by the digital filter. As a result, the noise energy in the baseband decreases and the
effective resolution of the converter is increased.
The higher the order of sigma-delta modulator one implements, the higher
accuracy one obtains. For higher orders, however, system stability becomes an issue.
Two or more cascaded stable sigma-delta modulator is possible to eliminate the
stability issue [36].
2.3.3 Successive Approximation ADC (SAR ADC)
The successive approximation architecture [37] [38] has been the most popular
architecture for ADC at moderate speed and resolution. It is the most power efficient
ADC form and it uses the idea of the "binary search" algorithm.
Fig. 2-9 depicts the operation of a SAR ADC for an input signal Vm t which is
sampled at the beginning of each conversion cycle. Conversion starts with the
comparison between input signal Vm and the half-reference voltage Vref 12 , which
determines the MSB of Vm and also determines the search region for the second MSB.
In order to allow the binary search algorithm to approximate the actual Vm , the
reference voltage used for the MSB will be divided by 2 and the result will be added
16

to or subtracted from the previous reference voltage, which delimits the following
binary search regions. Each comparison between Vm and the updated reference
voltage generates one bit of Vms digital representation. N bit SAR ADC will need N
comparisons.

Figure 2-9 General SAR ADC architecture
The detailed operation is described as follow.
S8 to SO are the control signals generated by the SAR to control the switches of
the DAC, and Ci =2'"'C0, ie{l,...,8} . The power consumption from the applied
reference voltage source can be calculated according to equation (2-4)

Pr^P^^ta

(2-4)

Where Ql is the charge stored on the capacitor C,. In the first cycle, all capacitors of
the DAC are reset. There is no charge transferred from V^p to the DAC; thusQ = 0.
During the second cycle, C8 is connected to VREF while the connections of the rest of
the capacitors are not changed. As a result
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Where CDAC is the total capacitance of the DAC array. In the third cycle, C7 connects
to V^

and C8 connects to V^p. The output of the DAC at the end of this cycle is

TZ

^rfac7

=

17"
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7

"^o
~~Z,

8
(2-6)

The total charge supplied by V j ^ p in the third cycle is written as

ft = C 7 [(*W - ^ 7 ) - ( 0 - ^ c 8 ) ] + £>gQ[(PW - ^ c 7 ) - ( * W -Vdac%)}

(2-7)

The general expression is:
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(2-8)

As shown in Fig. 2-9, the largest power consumption component is the analog
comparator, which makes the SAR ADC very power efficient. SAR ADCs cannot
achieve high resolution (greater than 12 bits) because of capacitor mismatching. But
with a digital calibration technique, SAR ADCs can achieve 16 bits resolution or
higher [39]. Also SAR ADCs are suitable for ultra low power design with medium
resolution [40]. With power supply voltage reduction, the time-domain comparator
maybe designed to further decrease power consumption. Today, because of
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improvement of fabrication process control, SAR ADC is made for high speed (up to
GHz sampling rate) with medium resolution [41].
2.3.4 Pipeline ADC
A pipeline ADC architecture [42] [43], as shown in Fig. 2-10 is made of several
stages working in conjunction with each other and in series with each other. Each
stage has much fewer number of bits compared to the overall ADC resolution. When
the first stage acquires the input signal, it digitalizes the input and also generates the
residue. The second stage acquires the residue as its input signal to process it, and so
forth. The various stages operate on the input signal as a shift register.

Clk^ acquire

convert

Clk2 convert

acquire

Sub-ADC

MDAC

Figure 2-10 Pipeline ADC
Each stage has a resolution of Bt + rt bits, where Bt means the effective stage
resolution and rt stands for the stage redundancy which is used for a comparator offset
correction. The resolution of each stage can be the same or can even differ from stage
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to stage. Usually, the last stage consists only of a sub-quantizer that does not usually
employ redundancy. Assume that k} is the number that used for B bits, the total
resolution N of a pipeline ADC with m different stage resolutions B; is given by

m

tf=5M+**

(2-9)

where Bk is the resolution of the last stage. As shown in Fig. 2-10, each stage
comprises a low-resolution sub-analog-to-digital converter (sub-ADC). The sub-DAC
and gain stage are combined to implement the multiplying digital-to-analog converter
(MDAC) that performs a sample and- hold (S/H) operation, coarse D/A conversion,
subtraction, and amplification.
In operation, each stage performs an A/D conversion to generate Bt effective bits
with rt bit redundancy, converts the digital output back to analog and subtracts it from
the sampled and held analog input. Finally, the output residue is amplified with a gain
of

U

i

_

Z

(2-10)

The residue is the input signal of the next stage. The stages operate concurrently;
that is, at any time, the first stage operates on the most sample while all other stages
operate on residues from previous samples.
The digital outputs of each stage are delayed so that their'values are synchronized.
The resulting total C bits are forced to the correction circuitry
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C = Y(Bi+rt)

(2-H)

j=i

The analog transfer function of the pipeline stage follows the equation

V
out,i

-GV.
i

+DV
in,i

i

(2-12)

re)

where Z) is 2', whose value is dependent on the output of the sub-ADC.

As mentioned above, the redundancy is applied in each stage for a comparator
offset correction algorithm.

Adding a redundant bit means increasing the stage

resolution by one bit minus one quantization level.

V

out*

Figure 2-11 Transfer functions of (a) 2-bit (B,=2,r

outA+\/

= 0), (b) 2.5-bit (Bt=2,r

= l),

and 3-bit (5,. =3, r = 0)

In Fig. 2-11, a 2-bit (£, = 2, r = 0) and a 3-bit (5, = 3, r = 0) stage without
redundancy are compared to that of a 2.5-bit (5, = 2, r = 1) stage. Comparing Fig. 211(a) and Fig. 2-11(b), by introducing 1 bit redundancy, the number of quantization
levels is increased from four to six while the gain is still kept at four. Moreover,
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compared to the 3-bit stage in Fig. 2-11(c), there is one fewer quantization level in the
2.5-bit stage but the distance between two levels is equal. The locations of these levels
are shifted by Vref 18 and the gain is four instead of eight. As a result, the output of a
2.5-bit stage stays between ±Vref 12 for input voltages of±lVref / 8 . As shown in Fig.
2-12, the transfer functions of 2-bit and 2.5-bit stages are plotted with the same
quantization errors.

The comparators with threshold voltages are applied to

implement the coarse A/D conversion.

The threshold voltage is equal to the

quantization step locations in Fig. 2-11. Therefore, any offset Vos is translated into a
quantization error and appears as a shift in the location of the quantization step in
Fig.2-12.

2-bit
2.5-bit

Figure 2-12 Effect of ADC offset voltages in 2-bit and 2.5-bit stages
In Fig. 2-12, as seen from the dashed line of the 2-bit stage, the comparator offset
causes an overflow of the stage output voltage saturating the next stage and resulting
in an erroneous quantization. However, in the 2.5-bit stage, marked with the solid line,
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an equal comparator offset results in a stage output greater than Vref 12 but smaller
than Vref . Thus, no information is lost and a correct quantization result can be
reconstructed using the digital output of the next stage.
In general, the amount of offset voltage that can be tolerated for stage/ is given by

P«M=±^fer*W

(2-13)

The primary advantage of the pipeline ADC architecture is its high throughput
rate made possible by the concurrent operation of its stages. Its accuracy increases by
cascading more stages, but without sacrificing the speed. However the front-end input
sampling rate and accuracy of the interstage gain amplifier are the limitation factors of
the ADC conversion rate. Compared with those of flash ADCs, chip area and power
dissipation are dramatically reduced for a pipeline ADC. This is because the number
of components increases linearly rather than exponentially with N. Chip area and
power dissipation can be further reduced by stage downscaling [44].

However,

interstage signal transfer and sub-DAC linearity decide the overall ADC performance.
Recently, various correction and calibration techniques have been published to obtain
high resolution and reduce the power consumption [43] [45]. A mutli-channel timeinterleaved architecture is widely used to further increase the conversion speed [46]
[47].
2.3.5 Time-interleaved ADC
Fig. 2-13 shows the block diagram of a time-interleaved architecture in which
four ADCs are used in parallel to achieve four times the sampling rate of a single
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converter. This is known as time-interleaved architecture [46] [47] [48], since the
operation of the ADC channels is interleaved in such a way that each channel
processes every fourth sample. The digital outputs of the channels are combined with
a multiplexer to a single full-speed bit stream. As shown in Fig. 2-11, the input is
sampled by a front-end sample-and-hold amplifier running at full clock fs . The
sampled signal is fed into one of the sub-DACs in the correct order driven by four
local clocks fsl tofs4. Since four channels are used in parallel, each of the ADCs runs
at a lower frequency fs IA, which give ADCs more time to finish the conversion.
With this approach, the conversion speed for each ADC can be lowered and subADC design requirements are relaxed. However, at such a high conversion rate, the
sample-and-hold amplifier must be carefully designed. Time-interleaved ADCs suffer
from gain mismatch, offset and timing mismatch errors between the individual subADCs, which need digital calibration [49][50][51].
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Figure 2-13 Four Channel Time-Interleaved ADC with Its Clock Signal
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLE AND HOLD PROCESS ANALYSIS
This chapter gives a brief description of the sample and hold (S/H) architectures.
The closed loop and open loop S/H architectures are introduced. The differences
between the closed loop and the open loop architectures are highlighted in the design
of S/H circuits. This leads to very different architectural solutions in high-performance
designs.
3.1 Introduction
Sample and hold amplifiers are an integral part of most high-performance ADCs.
It is challenging to generate low jitter, low skew, and high voltage swing clock signals
for high speed ADCs if the jitter is already comparable to the clock period.

S/H

amplifiers sample the input value and keep it constant for the next stage's operation
where clock jitter effects can be removed. As shown in Fig. 3-1, a smaller S/H jitter
will greatly improve the ADC performance [52].
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Figure 3-1 State of Art of ADCs [52]
As we mentioned above, a S/H amplifier can minimize the clock jitter's effect on
the sampling signal. Hence, before we discuss how to design the sample and hold
amplifier, we will take a look at how clock jitter affects the sampled signal.
3.2 Clock Jitter Effect
According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory, the sampled signal can be
flawlessly recovered if the original signal is sampled uniformly in time at a rate
greater than twice the bandwidth of the signal. However, the sampling clock is not
pure and is subject to timing errors. These timing errors affect the regularity of the
clock pulse and correctness of the sample data. Fig. 3-2 shows the clock jitter effect
on the sampling system.
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Figure 3-2 Jitter Error during Sampling
As show in Fig.3-2, sampling jitter adds an error voltage to the output. The error
voltage is proportional to the product of (t -t0) as shown in Fig.3-2 and the
derivative of the input signal at the sampling instant. The error voltage is defined in
Equation (3-1).

e = x\t0)(tj-t0)

(3-1)

Note that jitter doesn't matter when sampling a DC signal (x '(t0) =0).

To analyze the consequences of jitter's effect on the sampled signal, we consider
a continuous-time signal x(t) = Asin(2*K* fx*t)
isx(t) = A*2*n*fx

. The derivative of the signal

*cos(2*7r*fx *t); therefore x(?)

<= A*2*n*

fx. The error

voltage should be defined by Equation (3-2):

et <\x(t«)\dt =\2nfxA\dt=2nfxdt\A\
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(3-2)

For the worst case, A equals AFSI2{AFS
/ x= fs 12 (fs

is the full-scale input amplitude) and

is the frequency of sampling clock).

To maintain ADC accuracy, the jitter-induced error voltage should be much
smaller than half LSB

et\«A/2

= AFS 12 5+1

(3-3)

where B is the number of bits and AFS is the full input swing.
Taking all in consideration, we get the desired constraint on the peak jitter as,

dt
'

«

(3-4)

2B*7T*fs

Table.3-1 summarizes the jitter requirement according to ADC resolution and
sampling rate.
N.O. of Bits

Sampling Rate

Jitter dt upper band

16

10 MHz

0.5ps

12

100 MHz

0.8ps

10

200 MHz

1.6ps

8

1000 MHz

1.2ps

Table 3-1 Jitter Requirement According to ADC Resolution and Sampling Rate
From Table 3-1, we can see that the worst case jitter requirement looks rather
stringent.

Let's calculate the mean squared sampling error (variance), may be
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estimated

for

a

sinusoidal

signal

x(t) = A sin(2 * n * fx * t)

.

As

and ^{|x'(0| 2 } = 2*n2 * f2 * A2 . If the

noted, x{t) = 2*n*f*A*Gos{2*n*fx*t)

sample clock jitter has variance E<(ti ~t0)2) = r 2 and x{t)

and the jitter are

independent, we get,

E^x(t){tj -O] 2 } = £{[*'(0]2}£{[(*, -^o)]2}

(3-5)

Therefore, the sampling jitter error power is given by equation (3-6),
E(e2) = 2*7t2*f2*A2*t2

(3-6)

If the jitter is uncorrelated from sample to sample, the jitter noise is white. The
relationship between sampling error power and SNR is given by equation (3-7)
A212
Dynamic Range(£)i?)
'Utter 2*7T*f?*A2*T2
= -20 log10 (1 / (2 * n * fx * z))dB
Fig.3-3. shows the SNR performance due to sampling clock jitter.
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Figure 3-3 SNR Performance Due to Sampling Clock Jitter
3.3 Sample and Hold Amplifier Architecture
In general, an S/H amplifier can either adopt a closed loop or an open loop
architecture. The closed loop architecture can achieve a higher resolution due to its
bottom-plate sampling technique. However, it suffers from a relatively low sampling
frequency limit because of the feedback loop. The open loop architecture is a better
choice for high speed ADC designs although its resolution is limited. The
performance

comparisons between open loop architectures and closed loop

architectures are shown in Table 3-2.
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Category

Advantage
High resolution

Closed Loop Architecture

Disadvantage
Low bandwidth
Low speed

Open Loop

Switched series

High speed

Non-linearity

Architecture

Transistor approach

Wide bandwidth

Switched source

Very high speed

Larger area

Follower approach

Wide bandwidth

Larger power

Better linearity
Table. 3-2 Sample and Hold Amplifier Architecture
3.4 Open Loop S/H Architecture
The switched series transistor approach and the switched source follower
approach are two main choices in the open loop architecture class.
3.4.1 Switched Series Transistor Architecture
The basic concept of a switched series transistor architecture [53] [54] [55] [56]
is just a MOS switch with a capacitor as shown in Fig. 3-4
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Figure 3-4 A simple Switched Series Transistor S/H Circuit
During the sampling phase of the clock, V is high and the voltage on the
sampling capacitor Cs tracks the input voltage through the MOS transistor switch.
Then, in the next clock phase when the clock V goes low, the transistor turns off and
the input voltage is held on the capacitor Cs for further processing. The ideal sample
and hold signal is shown in Fig. 3-5.
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Figure 3-5 Ideal S/H Sampling
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In this simple MOS S/H circuit, there are a number of non-idealities causing
output errors, and the switched series transistor architecture is inherently slow due to
the large series resistance of the switch [54]. The non-idealities include finite
bandwidth in the sample mode, the signal dependent charge injection from the MOS
transistor, clock feedthrough, etc.
3.4.1.1 Finite Bandwidth
When the MOS switch in Fig. 3-4 is closed, the switch on-resistance R of switch
SI turns the sampling network into a lowpass filter with the risetime = RC = r .
Assume V;n is constant during the sampling period and C is initially discharged. The
output is given by Equation (3-8)

Vout{t) = Vin{\-e-"T)

(3-8)

To get the value of time constant r , we need to find the switch on-resistance.
When the switch SI is closed, the MOS transistor works in the triode region, and we
get Equation (3-9).
W

V

where VGS is the gate-source voltage, /u is the electron mobility, Cox is the oxide
capacitance, W and L are the width and length of the transistor and Vth is the threshold
voltage. This equation is only valid when VGS is equal to or bigger thanF rt . If the
gate-source voltage decreases below Vth, the resistance increases abruptly as shown in
Fig.3-6.
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Figure 3-6 CMOS Transmission Gate Switch On-resistance
The switch on-resistance can be given by Equation (3-10)

nvON ~

dV
DS
dl D(triode)
u

y

(3-10)
(VDS-^0)

Combining Equations (3-9) and (3-10), we get the switch on-resistance:
1
R

ON

1

~

MCmj(VGS-V,h)

(3-11)

MC0X~(VDD-Vm~Vlh)

As we know from Equation (3-8), if there is an input s i g n a l ^ , the output signal
Voutrisesin an exponential way. Within finite time, Vout will not reach the value of
Vm . If we can choose the R0N and C to keep the voltage error between Vm and Vout
much less than one LSB (1 A), the sample and hold circuit can meet the system
requirements. To make the voltage error between V[n and Vout is much less than one
LSB (1 A) In the worst case, Vm = VFS . We must observe the constraint as follow.
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(3-12)

Combined Equation (3-8) and (3-12), we get,

Vine-U2f° « A

(3-13)

To make sure the voltage error is much less than one LSB (1 A) in the worst case,
Kn - VFS

the constraints on the S/H time constant and switch on-resistance are

described by Equation (3-14)

r
R«

«

1
1
2fs ln(2 B -l)
1
1
2C/ S ln(2 f l -1)

(3-14)

If we assume C = 1 pF, Table 3-3 summarizes the switch on-resistance based on
ADC resolution and sampling rate.
N.O. of Bits

Sampling Rate

#0>hm)

16

10 MHz

4500

12

100 MHz

601

10

200 MHz

360

8

1000 MHz

90

Table. 3-3 Switch On-Resistance Requirement
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However, the above derivation is calculated based on a constant switch onresistance. According to Equation (3-10), the switch on-resistance is voltage
dependent as shown in Fig. 3-6, which causes nonlinear distortion.
To alleviate the problem with poor conduction and varying on-resistance, the
gate-voltage bootstrapping technique has been proposed [57] [58] [59]. These
switches are in principle realized with a single pass transistor and additional devices
for generation of gate-source voltages for the pass transistor. As shown in Fig. 3-7 and
Fig. 3-8, when clock phase phi2 is high, the gate is connected to Vss and the transistor
is cut off. The boost capacitor Cboost will be charged to VDD. The big difference from
regular analog switches is present when clock phase phil is high, and the gate to
channel voltage is kept constant at VDD. This is done by connecting a constant offset
voltage between the gate and source terminals of the main switch. This voltage can be
obtained by the use of a capacitor pre-charged in the phi2 phase. Since the absolute
voltage at the gate terminal exceeds the supply voltage as shown in Fig.3-9, these
switches have to be designed carefully so that they don't violate any reliability
constraints [58][59].
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3.4.1.2 Charge Injection
Considering the sampling circuit of Fig. 3-4, when the switch is closed, a channel
between drain and source of the MOSFET must exist at the oxide-silicon interface as
shown in Fig. 3-10.

Figure 3-10 MOFET Operation in Triode Region Cross Section View
Assume that Vm » Vout. The total charge in the channel equals

Qch=WLC0X(VDD-Vm-VTH)

(3-15)

where L denotes the effective channel length, W is the effective channel width and
Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area. When the switch turns off, Qch exits
through the source and drain terminals, a phenomenon called "channel charge
injection" as shown in Fig.3-11.

C=lpF

Figure 3-11 Charge Injection
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Assume that the charge stored in the channel is ejected equally to both sides. The
charge injected to the left side of Fig. 3-11 is absorbed by the input source, creating no
error. On the other hand, the charge injected to the right side is deposited on sampling
capacitor Cs, causing an error in the voltage stored on the capacitor as shown in Fig. 312. For example, if half of Qch is injected onto Cs, the resulting error equals

AV_WLC0X(VDD-Vm-Vm)

2C

(3-16)
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Figure 3-12 Error Voltage Caused by Charge Injection
In the previous analysis, we assumed that half of the channel charge is injected
onto Cs. In reality, the percentage of charge that is injected into source and drain
terminals is a relatively complex function of various parameters [60] [61]. In many
cases, some parameters, such as the clock transition time etc., are poorly controlled.
Also, most circuit simulation programs model charge injection quite well. As a worst-
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case estimate, we can assume that the entire channel charge is deposited onto
sampling capacitor Cs and the sampled output is given by

V
' out

=V -

WLC0X{VDD-Vin-VTH)

' in

= ^,(1 +

WLC.

a

(3-17)

WLC„
• - )

V />£>

c\

"m)

According to Equation (3-17), the output signal suffers from two effects, a nonunity gain equal to ( 1 + WLCox I Cs ), and a constant DC offset voltage equals
to -WLC0X(VDD - VTH) I Cs . In other words, since we have assumed that channel charge
is a linear function of the input voltage, the circuit suffers-from only gain error and dc
offset, as shown in Fig. 3-13
With
Charge
Injectiopr

/
Ideal

Figure 3-13 Input/output Characteristic Comparison
In the foregoing discussion, we assumed that VTH is constant. However, because
of the NMOS switch's body effect, the threshold voltage is varied with voltage VSB.

vTH = vTm+rV2oB

+ vin - r ^
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(3-18)

where Vtho is the gate voltage, y is body effect coefficient and VSB is source-bulk
voltage.
Taking the body effect into account, we have,
WT C
Vout = Vin- —^(VDD

-Vin-VTH0

i
-yp®B+Vin

/
+ yjl^)

(3-19)

We can see that the variation in VTH introduces the nonlinearity for the circuit.
In summary, charge injection contributes three types of errors in MOS sampling
circuits: gain error, dc offsets and nonlinearity. Actually, there is a tradeoff between
sampling circuit speed and precision. Representing the speed by a simple time
constant r and precision by the error AFdue to charge injection, we define a figure
of merit as

F = (r*AVy\ where
X = R *C
^S

^ON

1
PnC„(W/
AV
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Therefore, reducing the switch size will increase the time constant r , increasing
the distortion, which is not a viable solution. To get a small r and A V, we need to
use a minimum channel length. For a given technology, t * AFis constant.
In the Equation (3-15), we can see that the charge injection is related to the input
signal voltage, which will cause further distortion.
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Several methods, including

dummy switch architecture, bottom plate, and differential operation, are proposed to
cancel the effect of charge injection [62].
The dummy switch architecture is depicted in Fig. 3-14. Mx is the main switch
and M2 is the dummy switch. The dummy switch has the same length as the main
switch but only half the width. Also, the source and drain are connected together to
the output. When the main clock VG goes low and the clock of dummy switch VGB
goes high, the dummy switch acquires same amount of channel charge that the main
switch needs to lose. But the method only works if exactly half of the charge is
transferred to M2 and requires good matching between the clock in fall time and rise
time.

v,

r*
IV.

OB

Figure 3-14 Dummy Switches [62]
To guarantee that half of the injected charge goes to each side, we need to create
the same environment on both sides. As shown in Fig. 3-15, a capacitor in value equal
to the sampling capacitor is added to the other side of the switch, and a fixed resistor
which emulates resistance of next circuit is added. The two switches now face almost
the same environment. However, the added capacitor and resistor will degrade the
sampling bandwidth.
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Figure 3-15 Dummy Switches with Matched Environment.
Another widely used technique to cancel the charge injection effect is called
bottom-plate sampling, which is shown in Fig.3-16.

Figure 3-16 Bottom Plate Sampling
The bottom plate sampling circuit is controlled by the clocks (j>u and$ 6 . <fila and
4\b have the same frequency, but <t>la switches to low earlier than (f>lb . When both <j>Xa
and^lfe are high, the input signal is sampled on the sampling capacitor Cs. When </>la is
low, switch M2A is opened slightly earlier than MlA . If switch M2A is opened,
injected charge caused by openingM2A is dumped into the sampling capacitor Cs. But
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the charge injection caused by M2A is constant and independent of the input voltage,
and it can be eliminated by differential operation. When <j>xb is low and switch M1A is
opened, but bottom plate of Cs is also opened, there is no path existing for charge
injected onto Cs caused by opening switch M M . Moreover, switch MlA can be
further boost strapped. However, because there is one more switch serially connected
in the signal path, the tracking bandwidth is reduced and the signal swing at the
bottom of the sampling capacitor is not entirely zero. This circuit needs careful design
and simulation to guarantee that the bottom plate sampling circuit meets the overall
sampling circuit requirement.
3.4.1.3 Clock Feedthrough
In addition to channel charge injection, a MOS switch couples the clock
transition signal to the sampling capacitor through its gate-source or gate-source
overlap capacitance C0L . As shown in Fig. 3-17, the clock feedthrough will introduce
a voltage error in the sampled output voltage AV . If we assume the overlap
capacitance is constant, the error voltage is given by

AV = VCK

CK

WC
W
ov
^

wr

(3-21)

+c

where Cov is the overlap capacitance per unit channel width.

The error AV is

independent of the input signal, introducing a constant voltage offset on the sampled
output signal V0.
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Figure 3-17 Clock Feedthrough
Clock feedthrough can be minimized by use of differential signal paths with
symmetric clock signals. Various circuit techniques have been developed to cancel or
suppress these effects and achieve high sampling accuracy. Table 3-4 summaries the
error sources and possible solutions [63],
Error Sources

Possible solution

Finite bandwidth

Advanced technologies to lower
the switch on-resistance
Gate voltage bootstrapping

Charge injection

Bottom plate sampling
Dummy switch

Clock Feedthrough

Differential signal paths

Table 3-4 Error Sources and Solution
These errors are consistent from sample to sample, called "deterministic
components, and do not cause the fundamental limit for the input sampling to be equal
to the converter resolution at least to the first order. Another error source which is
unpredictable from sample to sample is noise. The dominant noise in the circuit of Fig.
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3-4 is thermal noise, if we model the switch as a resistance when the switch is closed
as shown in Fig. 3-18. Another noise source of the MOS transistor is called flicker
noise or "1/f noise". Because of its low frequency characteristics, various techniques
[64] [65] have been proposed to suppress flicker noise especially for high frequency
sampling circuits. In the following analysis, we will focus on the thermal noise.

Vnoise
noise

R
R

OWv
v

fcxr

o/S^
c

«,0

s

Figure 3-18 MOS S/H circuit equivalent models for noise calculation
In Fig. 3-18, the thermal noise of a resistor appears as additive noise to the signal,
and its mean-square value within the bandwidth Af (in Hz) is given by,
V2=4KTR*Af

(3-22)

where K is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature in Kelvins. At room
temperature AKT = 1.66 * 10~2V - C.
During a sampling period, both the input signal voltage and the additive thermal
noise appear across the sampling capacitor Cs. With single pole frequency response
(RON and Cs), the total noise variance can be found by integrating the noise spectral
density over frequency, and is given by
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(3-23)

sJ

R is the on-resistance of the MOS transistor, and Cs is the

sampling capacitor value. This assumes that all the parasitic capacitance from the
MOS switch is negligible compared to that of the sampling capacitor. Notice that the
result is independent of R and is dependent only on temperature and the value of
sampling capacitor Cs. This noise is usually called "KT/C" noise. The units of KT/C
are V2 and yJKT IC is the total rms noise voltage measured at the output. Table. 3-5
shows RMS values for the noise for different sampling capacitor values at room
temperature.
Capacitor value

a = ^JKTIC

0.001 pF

640 jiV

lpF

64 fiV

100 pF

6.4 juV

Table.3-5 RMS Values of Thermal Noise for Different Sampling Capacitance Values
To guarantee that the noise error doesn't degrade the ADC resolution accuracy,
the KT/C noise power should be much less than the quantization noise power. In the
worst case, the expression is given by
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where B is the ADC resolution in bits, VFS is the full-scale input range, A is the
quantization step (magnitude of LSB) and A2 /12 is the quantization noise power.
The minimal capacitor value for different resolutions is summarized in Table 3-6.
Resolution(bit)

cm(^=iv)

8

0.003pF

12

0.8pF

14

13pF

16

206pF

20

52,800pF

Table.3-6 Minimal Capacitor Value Cs for Differential Resolutions
Due to the randomness of the samples, the error due to thermal noise cannot be
perfectly predicted, and therefore the achievable signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for a
given sampling capacitor value is limited. For given sampling capacitor Cs and input
signal range VFS, the SNR is given by
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SiVR = 101og(-

VLI2
FS

(3-25)

)

In reality, the ADC quantization noise dominates if the thermal noise is much
less than the quantization step size. If we take the quantization noise into
consideration, the SNR is given by

SNR = \Q\og{

Vljl
FS
)
a + A2 111

(3-26)

2

Combing Equations (3-24) and (3-26), for B=10 and C=l pF, the SNR is
61.96dB for the noiseless ideal 10 bit ADC. In Fig. 3.19, the maximum achievable
SNR is plotted for different sampling capacitor values at different resolutions levels.
For a large sampling capacitor value, e.g. 10 pF, the curve is flattened out and the
SNR is limited by the quantization noise.

SNRtdBt
14bit

85,00
80 00
~5 00

12bit

70.00
65.00
«

o

lObit

60.00
55.00
8bit

50.00
45.00
40.00
lOOff

lOpF

Figure.3-19 SNR for Different Sampling Capacitor Value and Resolution
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3.4.2 Switched Source Follower Architecture
As mentioned before, the switched source follower can achieve a very high
sampling speed but at the expense of power consumption. The schematic diagram of a
traditional switched source follower sample and hold amplifier (SHA) is shown in Fig.
3-20 [66]. The SHA includes a differential input, two pairs of control switches, and an
output follower. As shown in Fig.3-21, in the sample mode when the tracks signal is
high. Mi and M\o are turned on to pull the source voltage of MSF on. The MSF pairs
are source followers and the output follows exactly the differential input signal. In
Fig.3-22, in the hold mode when Hold signal is high, the tail current I\ flows through
the differential pair R to pull the gate voltage of MSF low. The resistance of R is
chosen so that the voltage drop across R can sufficiently turn off the transistor
pairM^,. Then the differential capacitors hold the sampled value until the next clock.

Figure 3-20 Traditional Switched Series Follower SHA
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Figure 3-21 SSF SHA Operates on Sample Mode
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Figure 3-22 SSF SHA Operates on Hold Mode
However, this architecture suffers from two serious artifacts. The first one is the
decay of the output signal as energy is lost from the storage element (usually a
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capacitor) within the track and hold circuit. However, this droop problem is usually
not a challenge for CMOS amplifiers since they have infinite DC input impedance.
The second important artifact is the feedthrough in the hold mode. Input signals can
still change the values at the output nodes during the Hold mode through the parasitic
gate-source overlap capacitance C . As a consequence, the output signals of the MSF
pair in Fig. 3-20, which are supposed to keep the sampled data constant, may have
significant shift due to this feedthrough. In the past design [66], a fixed capacitance
0^ whose value is equal to Cgso of MSF is used to match and thus cancel this
feedthrough effect [67]. The capacitance C

of MSF is voltage independent. During

the sample mode, MSF is on, and the gate-source capacitance Cgs of MSF consists of
the gate-channel source capacitance Cgsc plus the gate overlap capacitance Cgso .
During the hold mode, the MSF pair is off and Cgs is only the overlap capacitance
Cgso mMSF. Because Cgso is process dependent, a constant capacitor cannot perfectly
match its value.
3.4.3 Novel MOSFET Switched Source Follower S/H Amplifier
Here, we propose a new technique to cancel the hold mode feedthrough effect as
shown in Fig. 3-21. As mentioned earlier, when this SHA operates in the Hold mode,
MSF is off. The feedthrough

capacitor becomes

the gate-source

overlap

capacitance Cgs0. The output still changes because the charge goes through the overlap
capacitance Cgso. Thus, we can use an off- state transistor to perfectly match the
feedthrough capacitor. As shown in Fig. 3-21, M 3 and M 4 are off-state transistors
and their source voltages will follow their drain voltage through M 3 and M 4 's
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overlap capacitor Cgso. The noise signal travels through overlap capacitor of MSF and
is amplified by the source follower as in the red line and the noise signal also travels
through the overlap capacitor of off-state transistor M3. Therefore, we can subtract M 3
and M 4 's source voltage from the SHA output, the feedthrough impact can be
theoretically removed from the SHA output.

Fig.3-23 Proposed SHA with Feedthrough Cancellation
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The simulated output of SHA without a feedthrough cancellation circuit is
compared to the output of THA with the feedthrough cancellation circuit in Fig. 3-24.
As shown in Fig. 3-24(a), when a traditional SSF SHA works in the Hold mode, the
held voltage is not constant but is affected by the input signal through the parasitic
capacitor between the input and output nodes.
The FFT (N=4096, sampling rate at 10 GHz) analysis comparison results are
shown in Fig. 3-24. As shown in Fig.3-24, the proposed SHA achieves a 6 dB SFDR
improvement over the traditional one.
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33dB

(a) FFT of 1.95GHz and a Sample Clock® 10GHz without Feedthrough Cancellation

390B

w

too

(b) FFT of 1.95 GHz and a Sample Clock @ 10GHz with Feedthrough Cancellation
Fig.3-24 FFT Analysis Comparison
Fig. 3-25 shows the comparison of total harmomc distortion (THD) performance
between traditional SSF SHA and that of the proposed feedthrough cancellation SSF
SHA. The frequency of the analog sinusoidal input is varied from 500 MHz to 5 GHz.
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The simulated results reveal that the SHA achieves 6-bit effective number of bits
(ENOB) at 10 G samples/s and an input frequency of 4 GHz.

•Original SHA
• Proposed SHA
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Fig. 3-2 5 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) Comparison
3.5 Closed loop S/H architecture
As discussed previously, the open loop architecture can achieve high speed but
only limited resolution. When an S/H circuit with a precise gain (which is generally
different from unity) and high linearity is needed, a switched capacitor circuit with its
gain set by a capacitor ratio is the best solution. Negative feedback is a well-known
technique used to linearize circuits. For example, enclosing the sampling capacitor in
the feedback loop reduces the effects of nonlinear parasitic capacitances and signaldependent charge injection

in MOS switches. Unfortunately,

consequence of the use of feedback is reduced speed.
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an inevitable

In this section three common switched-capacitor sample and hold (SC S/H)
configurations are chosen and their basic operation and related key parameters are
presented first for ideal op amps. A basic configuration is identified and discussions
on its power dissipation are presented. The detailed analysis and practical design
considerations will be discussed in next chapter.
Fig. 3-26, Fig. 3-27, and Fig. 3-28 show three common configurations for SC
S/H circuits [68]-[77]. For simplicity, single-ended configurations are shown. Switch
configurations shown in each figure are for the sampling phase, and the arrows
indicate how the switches must be changed to establish the transfer (or hold) phase. In
all cases, the basic operations include sampling the signal voltage on the sampling
capacitor(s) and transferring its charge to the feedback capacitor by using an op amp
in the feedback configuration. In the circuit in Fig.3-26, with an ideal opamp and
switches, the opamp forces the

out

Figure 3-26 A SC Circuit with Separate Capacitor Cs and CF
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sampled signal charge on capacitor Cs to transfer to CF , since the charge is
conserved during the transfer stage. The voltage at the output of the opamp is given
by

V„

o

c *v

_ \i-in _ W

cv

CP'in

c vs„
*

(3-27)

_ ^S

cc

In Fig. 3-27, only one capacitor is used as both sampling capacitor and feedback
capacitor. This configuration cannot implement a gain other than unity, but it can
achieve high speed because the feedback factor (the ratio of the feedback capacitor to
the total capacitance at the summing node) can be much larger than that of the
previous configuration, since it operates much closer to the unity gain frequency of the
amplifier. This configuration is often used in the front-end of S/H circuits. According
to the charge conservation rule, the voltage at the output of the opamp is given by
O
V

=

C *V
'" =

c.

a

(3-28)

= 1 * I7"

V

'"-^i+ Qin-

out

Figure 3-27 A SC Circuit with One Capacitor
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Fig. 3-28 shows another configuration which is a combined version of the
configurations in Fig. 3-27 and Fig. 3-28. In this configuration, the signal is sampled
on both Cs and CF, and the resulting transfer function is

n
r *V +C *V
Vin S
Vout = p- = Lf
r^
^/v

C
" = (1 + ^ ) *Vin

Vi

^F

(3-29)

F

In this configuration, CF is also used as a sampling capacitor in order to improve
the feedback factor. For example, if the closed loop gain is 2 and the op amp input
capacitance ( Copamp ) is negligible, the feedback factor F in this configuration is
C / 2 C = 0.5 ,

much

larger

than

that

of

the

configuration

in

Fig.

3-

27(F = C/3C = 0.33 ), which in turn results in 50% improvement in the SC circuit
bandwidth. The detailed analysis of these results is discussed in Chapter 5.
Important parameters in determining the bandwidth of the SC circuit are Gm
(transconductance

of the op amp), feedback

factor

/

, and output

load

capacitance Cload . In all of these three configurations, the bandwidth is given by:

BW = - = f^-*f
T

(-'load

where Cload is the total capacitance seen at the op amp output.
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(3-30)

out

Figure 3-28 A SC Circuit with CF andC s as Sampling Capacitors
Table 3-7 summarizes the key parameters of the entire three configurations,
where Copamp is the opamp's input parasitic capacitance.

Configurations

Transfer Function

Feedback Factor

(KJKn)

(/)

cF

Fig. 3-26

C,+CF+C

cF

(Confl)
Fig.3-27

S

F

1

opamp

Cs

c,+c
S

(Confll)
Fig.3-28
(Conflll)

1

cF

C

s

1 + ——
CF

opamp

C,+CF+C
S

F

opamp

Table 3-7 Key Parameters Comparison among Three Configurations
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As shown in Table 3-7, Conf II has a larger feedback factor, thus offering higher
bandwidth, but it can't implement any gain greater than unity. Conf I and Conf III can
achieve desired gain function with the proper choice of Cs andC^. To achieve the
same gain, Conf III has a higher bandwidth performance than Conf II.
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CHAPTER 4
LOW PWOWER CIRCUIT DESIGN
This chapter describes the analog building block used in analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) design and focuses on various circuit imperfections that can degrade
the analog-to-digital converter performance. The design trade-offs are presented and
analyzed, and the requirements for different analog building blocks are derived.
4.1 Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) Design
As CMOS design scales down for low power and low voltage, the operation of
such analog circuits under limited voltage supply becomes more and more difficult.
Amplifiers are widely used among all analog circuits. With technology shrinking
down to the nanometer region, to get a high gain and large headroom amplifier is quite
difficult. To increase the gain performance, several topologies are available, e.g.
telescopic differential OTA with gain boosting [78], folded-cascode OTA with gain
boosting [79], and 2-stage OTA. Those three OTAs are shown in Fig.4-1.
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Figure 4-1 OTA Architectures
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5

Among the three architectures, the telescopic amplifier has the lowest output
swing range but minimum power consumption. Its output swing overhead is limited
by five Vdsal (MOS overdrive voltage) and one Vth (MOS threshold voltage) if tail
current is not considered, which will degrade the circuit dynamic range. However,
since the minimum number of transistors is used, telescopic amplifiers can achieve a
better noise performance.
The 2-stage OTA, on the other hand, can offer larger output swing with only two
Vdsat (MOS overdrive voltage) limitations. The additional stage introduces another
dominant pole, which has a negative impact on frequency response.

Frequency

compensation, such as Miller and cascode compensation techniques, has to be
employed [80]. Therefore, there is a trade- off between power and bandwidth, which
is not good for high speed ADC design.
The folded-cascode architecture with gain-boosting is the best fit for high speed
and high dynamic range applications. It offers a relatively large output swing and only
single-pole frequency response. Moreover, it can also achieve a much larger input
common-mode voltage swing. With the assistance of the gain-boosting technique, it
can achieve a voltage gain as high as(gmr0)4while still keeping the regular cascode
structure frequency response characteristics. The OTA performance comparison is
summarized in Table.4-1.
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Gain

Output

Power

Speed

Swing

Noise

Dissipation

Telescopic

Medium

Medium

Highest

Low

Low

Folded-

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

Highest

Low

Medium

Low

Cascode
Two-Stage

Table.4-1 OTAs Comparisons
4.2 OTA Based Switched Capacitor Circuit
We have briefly introduced the basic switched capacitor (SC) circuit in the last
chapter. In reality, there are a large number of non-idealities in a SC circuit
influencing the performance of the ADC converters [80].

In this section, the

influences of several non-idealities including finite OTA gain, finite OTA bandwidth,
finite slew-rate and non-zero resistance of the switches on the transfer function of the
SC circuit are studied. Other non-ideal effects include clock feed-through and charge
injection of the switches, the influence of capacitor mismatch, and non-linear circuit
non-idealities such as the non-linear resistance of the switches, the non-linear
capacitors and the non-linear amplifier gain.
Due to the influence of non-idealities, the performance of a practical
implementation of an ADC can be significantly worse than the values predicted by the
simulation of an ideal ADC. To successfully design an ADC, the influence of various
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circuit imperfections must be considered. Then specifications for different building
blocks should be selected in order to minimize the performance degradation.

out

Figure 4-2 Switched Capacitor Amplifier
Fig.4-2 shows a well-known switched-capacitor amplifier model.

A non-

overlapping control signal is used in the following analysis. Two non-overlapping
clock phases <f>x and </>2 in conjunction with their delayed versions <j>xd and </)2d are
used to avoid signal-dependent charge injection. Cs is the sampling capacitor. CF is
the integration capacitor. And Cp represents the total parasitic capacitance at the input
of the OTA. CL represents the sampling capacitance of the next integrator. For
simplicity, only a single-ended model is shown here. In practice, all implementations
are differential.
4.2.1 Finite OTA Gain
Ideally, the SC amplifier operation in its two phases is shown in Fig.4-3.
Applying the principle of charge conservation and Kirchoff s laws and combining the
equations for the sampling phase and the integration phase, the SC gain amplifier
should have the following transfer function, as derived in Chapter 3.
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°

C,

(4-1)

'

If the OTA is ideal, the input/output transfer curve is a straight line with a slope
of Cs ICF. However, for practical purposes, we will say that the OTA is a voltage
amplifier with a finite gain of Av.

Figure 4-3 SC Amplifier Model with Finite OTA Gain
For simplicity, the transfer function is calculated without the input parasitic
capacitance and without load capacitance. If the OTA has a finite DC gain, it will
introduce a gain error in the actual input/output transfer curve. Fig. 4-4 shows the
transfer curves with and without gain error. When we apply the principles of charge
conservation and Kirchoff s laws and combine the equations for the sampling phase
and the integration phase. The transfer function is given by
Vout

CS _ * _

V

C
F

1
l+-
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Figure 4-4 Transfer Curve with Gain Error for A SC OTA
/ is the feedback factor and is defined by / = CF I (Cs +CF) and A, is the DC
gain of the amplifier. Therefore, if the product Avf,

which is the loop gain of the

feedback system is low, the gain will be less than the capacitor ratio Cs ICF. The gain
error is 1 / A^f as illustrated in Fig. 4-5. For the input S/H circuit, the gain error can be
tolerated if the A/D conversion does not require an absolute scale. There is no error
introduced if the gain is linear, but it will reduce the signal amplitude a little bit. For
example, if we assume Cs = CF and ^ = 3 0 0 , the loop gain Avf equals 100. Therefore,
the closed loop gain is 0.99 instead of 1. Usually, a 1% error of input scaling signal is
tolerable for low resolution applications if the quantization does not depend on the
absolute value. However, for the high resolution pipeline A/D converters (e.g. 10 bit),
the OTA needs to have an exact high gain to get very high accuracy within +/- 0.1%.
In this case, the DC gain of the OTA must be larger than 75 dB, so capacitors must be
trimmed to compensate for the error because of the insufficient op amp DC gain. To
increase the DC gain, the multi-stage op amp or gain-boosting technique is applied,
which usually limit power dissipation. The latter solution, however, usually requires
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an extra high precision circuit or method to measure the relative capacitor values [81]
[82].
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Figure 4-5 Gain Error
Distortion is another concern. In an actual OTA, the input/output transfer
function curve is not a simple straight line but is instead a line with some curvature,
which causes harmonic distortion. The negative feedback around the op amp can
reduce its distortion by a factor of Avf. Their distortion in an S/H circuit will result in
large

integral

non-linearity

error

(INL)

causing

harmonic

distortion

and

intermodulation distortion.
4.2.2 Non- linear of OTA Gain
In the previous section, the influence of a fixed finite gain of the OTA on the
input/output transfer function was discussed. However, in reality, the gain varies for
different input and output voltage of the OTA. The input voltage dependency can be
neglected since the input voltage is sampled and stored in the capacitor at the end of
the sampling interval and always settles to the same voltage. However, the output
voltage of the OTA depends on the gain, and it varies significantly due to variations in
the OTA finite gain.
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By Taylor series expansion, neglecting the higher order nonlinear terms, we only
consider the first and second order effects on the voltage gain, which is approximated
by
Av=Ao(l + axV0+a2V2)

(4-3)

To simplify the calculation, let's makeF ol = V0 in~-)Ts

V

=V (n + ~)Ts

>'o2

'o

Vi = Vt[nTs~\. Then, we get the signal transfer function as following.

V -V
'ol

'ol
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2

A0(l + axVo2+a2V 2)

K,

•+ -

' Ao(l + axVoX + a2V0])
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(4-4)

If we apply iterative recursive technique [83] to solve above equation with
axVoX+a2V2x«\,weget

V02-VoX^{l-axVo2-a2V22)

V
' o2

Assume A0 »1,

+

^{\-axVoX-a2V2x)^Vl

(4-5)
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i-fiKi + ^-fiK

+ K^ + Kl)
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K2-K^^v,(i-^-(voX
C

f

+

vo2)-^-(v02x

A

+ voXvo2 +

v022))

(4-7)

A

o

o

If we apply an input sinusoid signal with amplitude Vt and frequency (ox, the
input and output are approximated as
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v, = J^sin(n&>;7/), and
v

o\ = Vo cos t(« -"r)^^].

and

( 4_8 )

vo2 = K 0 cos[(/i+i) fl , I rj
If we combine the above equations, the second harmonic distortion relative to the
fundamental is approximated by

HD2 * - ^ - V = - ^ - ( - ^ ) F
2
2^ 0 '
2^/c/'

(4-9)

Similarly, the third harmonic is calculated by

HD, J-^V2

J-^d(^W2

AAo

(4-10)

AA/C/

The second and third harmonic distortions versus the coefficients ax and a2 for
different amplifier gains are plotted in Fig. 4-6. As shown, the second harmonic
distortion is worse than that of the third harmonic. However, in the fully differential
switched circuit implementation, the second harmomc distortion due to amplifier
nonlinearity is eliminated except in case of circuit mismatch. Note that the larger the
amplifier gain is, the less harmonic distortion it will have. However, if the coefficient
ax and a2 approach 0.1, the assumption of axVoX+a2V2x « 1 is not true any more.
According to [84], the simulated second and third harmonic distortion is increased up
to 12 dB and 6 dB when a, = a2 = 1 comparing to when^ = a2 = 0 . Therefore, if we
leave 6 dB margin for the requirement of harmonic distortion, the value of harmomc
distortion can be roughly determined.
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Figure 4-6 HD2/HD3 versus nonlinear gain coefficients a, and a2 with different
amplifier
4.2.3 Finite OTA Bandwidth
In practical implementations, during the transfer phase, the OTA can not settle at
the final value instantaneously because of the finite bandwidth of the OTA. Instead,
the settling occurs, and hence introduces settlmg error if the settling procedure is not
fast enough.
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Figure 4-7 Switched Capacitor Bandwidth Calculation Model
As shown in Fig. 4-7, applying the principle of charge conservation and
Kirchoff s laws and doing the Laplace transform of the input/output response, we get

VX*{CS+CF+CP)

=

V*CS+V0*CF

ro*s*cL+Gm*vx+<ye-vx) = 0
=>

c,s-*f*{sCF-Gm)
c
V,

fGm+s(CL+CF(l-f))

(4-11)

=>

C.

v„
v,

c

<L*f*(l-sCF/GJ

UscL

+

cF(i-f)
fGm

'

where / is the feedback factor, a n d / -CFI (Cs +CF+CP).

Equation 4-11 tells

that there is a major zero and a major pole in the transfer function. To calculate the
feedback system's step response, a unit step is applied to the input terminal. Taking
the inverse Laplace transform gives the time step response,
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Vo(t) = t-llH(s)*V
=>

(4-12)

V0(t) =

Cs -V
\-i ^\l-(l-^)*e
n
P\*„-t'r
i7

CF {
Where

Vt is

CLeff =CL +CF(\-f)

a

non-unit

z

amplitude

step,

T = p = -fGm I CLeff and

and z = Gm/CF . From Equation (4-12), we can see that the

existing zero changes the initial behavior of the step response. There are two cases.
Case I: If | PI Z | « 1, the step response can be reduced to

V0{t) = -Vl*^{\-e"1*}

(4-13)

The relative settling error is given by

,=K<.->«»-y.o='.)=,^

(4.14)

where ts is one clock cycle. For example, if the clock cycle ts equals to 4.6 ns
and the system requires 1% settling error, then, the time constant r = -ts I \as = 1 ns.
Case II: if | PI Z \ is not negligible, the relative settling error is given by,

, = r.«->«»-r.« = >,)
v0(t-><*>)

_ P .«,

(4 . 15)

z

Let's take an example to compare the two cases. If we assume Cs =250 fF, CF =1
pF, C - 250 fF andC z = 1 pF, the comparison is shown in Table. 1
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\PIZ\«\

Settling error s = 0.1%

\P 1 Z\ not negligible

ts=6.9r

ts=7.3r

Table 4-2 Settling Error Comparison
Case II gives a more accurate estimate of the settling error due to the OTA's finite
bandwidth and finite gain.
4.2.4 Finite slew-rate of OTA
In the previous section, we observed that the finite gain and bandwidth of the op
amp can introduce settling error. Actually, the output signal does not exhibit simple
linear settling behavior. The settling time consists of two time periods. One period is
limited by the time constant, and the other period is determined by the slew rate, as
illustrated in Fig. 4-8.

Voltage
Slew rate
limited
Vj

Time constant
limited

V o u t =V i (1-exp(-t/RC))

Time
Figure 4-8 Voltage Waveforms at Output of a SC Circuit
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As shown in Fig.4-8, slewing is followed by linear settling. If the output voltage
achieves the desired value within the slewing time plus linear settling time, there will
be no performance degradation.
To analyze the slewing and settling behavior, we apply the circuit model shown
in Fig. 4-9.

Hh
Hr

I
X

O

Vx

'SS

T
I

cL

Figure 4-9 Circuit Model during Slewing
In Fig. 4-9, Iss is the load current source. A step voltage is applied at the input
terminal. At t = 0 ns , before Iss is anything except zero, the voltage at Vx and V0 are
determined by the capacitor divider and given by

v= v

Cs

cs +c 2

with c, = c + -

CFCL

CF+CL

V0 =vx —C,

(4-16)

(4-17)

After t > 0 ns and before Vx>V' ( V* is MOSFET overdrive voltage), the
MOSFET current is steered in one side and can be modeled as a constant current
source Iss . Then Vx and V0 are changed at a constant ramp rate as shown in Fig.4-10.
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Figure 4-10 Slewing Analysis
After Vx > V", the opamp's linear settling behavior happens as analyzed in above
section. The linear settling is illustrated in Fig.4-8. Therefore, the total settling time
includes slewing time and linear settling time. The slewing time period starts from the
beginning until Vx - V* and is calculated by

V
'x,slep

=V
'i,step

C
C C
F L
-^
with
C
=C
+
c^ s +C
CL+CF
. ^ 2
^2
*"i
WUH

*rx = Vx^-V

(4-18)

+

(4-19)

and AV0 =
/

Combining Equations (4-18) and (4-19), the slewing time is given by

slew

AV0 =
SR
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WxCus
flss

(4-20)

The linear settling time period starts when Vx < V* and is given by

/
^

CV
f
=-ln(s—'^-)
x
V

(4-21)

4.2.5 Non-ideality of Switches
In SC circuits, switches are extensively utilized, which are not prefect in reality.
The non-idealities originate from the switch have finite on-resistance, clock
feedthrough and charge injection.
While in the previous section the resistance was assumed to have a fixed value,
practically there are still signal-dependent events occurring even with the proper
sizing ratio. Due to the body effect, the threshold voltage of the transistor shows
nonlinear input voltage dependence, resulting in harmonic distortion [85]. This can be
remedied by the boost-trapped switch as mentioned in Chapter 2.
In reality, high on-resistance in MOS switches can slow down the circuit speed
and also make the feedback system unstable if the MOS switch is in the feedback loop,
as shown in Fig. 4-11. The on-resistance from the switch will increase the delay and
therefore increase the phase shift and cause a reduction in the phase margin. To avoid
this, we have to reduce the value of the on-resistance of the switch. However if a
switch of large cross-section is used to reduce the on-resistance, it will add a
significant amount of drain/source junction parasitic capacitance at the output,
reducing the overall bandwidth, which is a tradeoff as we mentioned in Chapter 2. A
boot-strapped switch can be applied to lower the on-resistance of the switches while
keeping the devices cross-section small.
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Figure 4-11 SC Circuit with On-Resistance Switches
4.2.6 Charge Injection
As mentioned in Chapter 2, when the switch turns on and off, the clock
feedthrough and charge injection will greatly affect the switch's circuit performance.
As with the SC circuit of Fig. 4-2, by proper timing control, the input-dependent
charge injection can be eliminated. For simplicity, the parasitic capacitor Cp is
neglected in this analysis. In Fig. 4-2, during the sampling phase, switches <j)x and (f>Xd
are closed and the input is sampled and stored on Cs . After the sampling phase,
switch </>x opens before switch<f>xd, and a constant charge injection Aq2 is injected as
shown in Fig. 4-12.
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Figure 4-12 Effect of Charge Injection by switch^

After switch^ is open, the charge on the right plate of Cs is approximately equal
to -Vm0Cs.

Aq2 is a constant charge and can be eliminated by differential operation.

Switch <f>Xd opens slightly later than switch (j)x as shown in Fig.4-13.

rt

+V^„0- y *

Hh

Aqx

Figure 4-13 Effect of Charge Injection by <pXc

As illustrated in Fig.4-13, the charge injected by switch (f>Xd , Aqx, causes a
change in the voltage at node P by approximately AVP = Aqx I Cs, causing the output
voltage to change by -Aqx ICF.

After switch (j)2 closes, node P is connected to the
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ground as shown in Fig. 4-14, leading to the creation of the injected change Aq3

out

Figure 4-14 Effect of Charge Injection by $,

The charge Aq3 is also a constant charge and can be cancelled by the differential
operation. The total effect of charge injection on the output transition is shown in Fig.
4-15.

Voltage
k
r

(p^Turns off

inO

\*^/>2Turns

o n

- • Time
^Vit

Time
Figure 4-15 Total Charge Injection Effect at Output Transition
Since the output voltage of interest is captured after node P is connected to
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ground, the voltage stored on Cs is nearly zero and the charge is transferred and
C
stored onCF . Therefore, the output voltage is approximately equal to Vin0 —^-, and the
CF

charge injection by switch tj)x does not affect the final output regardless of the
intermediate voltage at node P . The charge injection analysis is more complex if the
parasitic capacitor Cp is included [86].

4.3 Analog Comparator
A comparator compares the incoming input signal voltage to a reference voltage.
The simplest way to implement a high speed comparator is to use simple regenerative
cross-coupled MOSFET (strong arm) architecture to accomplish the comparison of
two signals, as shown in Fig.4-16. Usually a pre-amp is implemented before the
comparator to reduce the kick-back effect. The strong-arm comparator has an
especially big kick-back , so that the eye diagram opening at the input of the
comparator is large. The preamp stage is usually implemented by a differential pair
with a source coupled current source as shown in Fig. 4-16. The preamp is usually in
the open-loop configuration.
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Figure 4-16 Analog Comparators
As shown in Fig. 4-16, the output nodes are equalized dunng comparator reset
phase, and the output is regenerated and amplified to the digital logic level for
subsequent processing as shown in Fig. 4-17.

Reset

Decision

CLK
'clk
'delay

Vout

Figure 4-17 Analog Comparator Operation
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The regenerative delay is given by [3]

(4-22)
&m

in

where C is the parasitic capacitance at the output node, gm is the transconductance of
the MOSFET, Av is the gain of the pre-amplifier, Vm is the input signal and V0 is the
output signal. To reduce therdel

, we can (1) reduce the parasitic capacitance value,

(2) increase the transconductance , or (3) reduce Av. If the current source is fixed,
CI gm is approximately constant for various widths of the MOSFET. Applying (1)
and (2) above are effective way to reduce xdday. Reducing A^ results in a large input
referred noise. Therefore, the best way to reduce xdelay is to use a large input voltage
difference, as shown in Fig. 4-18.

CLK

Vout

tdelay=(gm/ty*ln(VinlA/in2)

Figure 4-18 Comparator Output with Different Input Differences
Another major factor which affects the accuracy of the comparator is the offset
voltage caused by mismatches resulting from process variations. For the circuit in Fig.
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4-16, when the input signal is sampled on output nodes, any mismatch between the
right and left half circuits will cause an offset voltage during its regenerative process.
This includes charge injection mismatches from input switches, threshold and (W/L)
mismatches between cross-coupled devices. The offset voltage can be easily as high
as 100 mV. Due to the large offset present in this circuit, preamp stages are again
required because the source coupled pair exhibits lower offset voltages. With careful
layout (e.g. common-centroid) of the input stage, the preamp stage can have the offset
down to ~ 1 - 10 mV, and about 10 bit resolution can be achieved without calibration
[9]. For example, when the latch offset is lOOmV and the preamp DC gain is 10, the
preamp input-referred offset is 10 mv. The overall input-referred offset with preamp
isy(lOmF) 2 + (\00mV 110)2 =\AmV, which is a factor of nine reduction compared
with the case without the preamp. There is an extra 3 bits resolution.
For higher resolution, however, the use of a preamp must be combined with
offset nulling techniques to reduce the offset below 1 mV. Fig. 4-19 shows a switched
capacitor comparator widely used in ADC design.

v,.

A

A
<L

v2.

Tvbs<5"~

Figure 4-19 A Switched Capacitor Comparators
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Figure 4-20 Equivalent Circuit When the c/)2 Switches are closed
As shown in Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20, the offset cancellation is accomplished in
two phases.
During the (j\ phase, the Vx input is sampled and the DC offset voltage is autozeroed.

vM)=yl-fros.

(4-23)

During the <j>2 phase, the stored dc offset is cancelled.

Kut(A) = -A

V2C

(yx

C + CP

-A (V2-Vx)
-A(V2-VX)
« A(VX -V2)

yos)C

C + CP

c -Vast
c+c,

'psCp

C + CP

c

-+-

C + CP

+ AVn
CP

C + CP

+ AVn

(4-24)

C
C + CP
if Cp is smaller than C

However, a high precision quantization function requires larger power compared
to the dynamic switching power of the cross-coupled latch, because amplification and
offset error cancellation require extra complex circuits which usually consume static
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power. As a result, ADC architectures which require many precision comparators for
high resolution require large static power consumption.
4.4 Time-domain Comparator
With an ultra-low supply voltage, analog comparator design becomes challenging
because analog design is sensitive to process variations. This situation becomes worse
when the current varies exponentially in response to the V[h mismatch. In this
dissertation a time-domain digital comparator is introduced to convert the input and
reference voltage into pulses and to compare their phases. The time-domain
comparator achieves low power consumption with .excellent scalability. The design is
no longer bounded by the poor analog properties of deep submicron devices.
Traditional time-domain comparators often suffer from limited input signal amplitude
[87]. The lower bound of the comparator input signal is limited by the MOSFET
threshold voltage. The input signal swing is then constrained between Vth and Vdd
[87]. Under low supply voltages, large input signal swings are essential to achieve
high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Our proposed rail-to-rail time domain comparator
is shown in Fig. 4-21. The comparator consists of two voltage-to-time converters and
a flip-flop. The voltage-to-time converters are used to translate the input and reference
voltages into pulses with corresponding time durations. At the same time, the flip-flop
is used as a phase detector to measure the timing difference between the clock and the
data input. Compared with [10], our design has an auxiliary discharging path besides
the main discharging path as labeled in Fig. 4-21. This auxiliary path ensures the railto-rail input signal swing.
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As shown in Fig. 4-22, when the clock line (/> is low, transistors M 3 and M23 are
on, and capacitors C, and C2 are charged to Vdd , while nodes A and B are discharged.
At the same time, M5 and M25 on the auxiliary path are off and there is no static
power consumption. As shown in Fig. 4-23, when the clock line <j> is high, both paths
are starting to discharge the capacitors Cx and C2 . The dual path architecture
guarantees that at least one path is working no matter what the input value is. If Vm is
less thanF rt , transistors Mx and M2X are off and transistors M6 and M26 are on. The
input signal will propagate through the auxiliary path to control the current mirrors to
discharge the capacitors. When Vm is equal to Vdd, IMX achieves its maximum value
and also the gate voltage of M4 goes to its higher extreme, leading to maximum
discharge current. When Vm is equal to zero, Iux is off, and the gate voltage of M 4
goes to its lower bound, which generates the lowest discharge cunent. Therefore the
discharge current is approximately proportional to the input voltage. The discharging
current follows the input voltage monotonically as shown in Fig. 4-24. The object here
is achieving the minimal timing difference the comparator can detect, which sets the
limit for the 1 LSB value. The timing resolution is mainly limited by the bandwidth of
the flip-flop and the DAC. In this work, the resolution is determined by the set-up and
hold time of the flip-flop.
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Figure 4-21 Proposed Time Domain Comparators
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Figure 4-22 Voltage to Time Converter when Clock is Low
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Figure 4-23 Voltage-to-Time Converter when Clock is High
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Figure 4-24 Discharging Current versus Input Voltage
In the design of Fig. 4-21 through Fig. 4-23, M6 and M26 are the inputs to the
PMOS source followers. MOS devices often suffer from the body effect but this can
be alleviated in the FDSOI technology [88]. When the voltages across capacitors C,
and C2 are low enough to open transistors M9 and M29, the voltage of nodes E and
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F start to rise. A pseudo-NMOS pull-up device is used here to speed up the low-tohigh transition, generating two pulses with durations 7^ and T2. The two pulses are
then applied to the flip-flop inputs. The flip-flop setup time and hold time, the
minimum allowed delay between the clock and the input, guarantee a reliable output
value. The resolution of the comparator is determined by the KT/C noise where K is
Boltzmaim's constant, T is the absolute temperature and C is the load capacitor. AT
(the maximum of TsetuP and Th0id) is the flip-flop time margin, and the input referred
noise. The error voltage due to the limited A r i s given by:

AV =

\T(v. -V
\2
—
&?¥-

(4-25)

WAV0Ut
where AVout is the voltage drop across the capacitor. The input referred noise is given
by:

K,=(T/A*r
V
in

fvU+C+C«+(4™3+4KT~)/(sM2
p"

—V
gs,m\

om4
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(4-26)

CHAPTER 5
LOW POWER PIPELINE ADC DESIGN
In this chapter, a power efficient 1.5bit/stage multiplying digital to analog
converter (MDAC) is presented. The proposed MDAC architecture, applicable to
multi-stage pipelined analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), eliminates the feedback
penalty resulting from operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) based feedback
circuit.

The proposed MDAC technique takes advantage of the low power

architecture inherent in popular 1.5 bit per stage pipeline ADCs. In this chapter, the
structure and operation of a typical pipelined ADC are first introduced. The details of
the building block designs are described. The design issues critical to the function as
well as performance are also discussed. The effectiveness of the proposed MDAC
technique is demonstrated in simulation as well as experiment.
5.1 Design Specifications
In this project, the goal was to implement a 200 MHz sampling rate, 10 Bit
pipeline ADC. The primary concern for this project was to find a new architecture
which reduces the power consumption resulting from the use of the OTA.
The proposed 10-bit pipeline ADC consists of nine stages. Each stage has a
resolution of 1.5 bits except that Stage 9 has a resolution of 2 bits. A front-end sample
and hold stage is implemented as shown in Fig. 5-1. The supply voltage for this
pipeline ADC is 1.2V and the differential input range is 1.2V.
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Figure 5-1 Pipeline Architecture
Before exploration of the practical design of a high-performance pipelined ADC,
the specification for the desired pipeline ADC was developed here.
5.1.1 Sampling Capacitor
To guarantee that the noise error doesn't degrade the ADC resolution accuracy,
the sampling capacitor in the sampling-and-hold amplifier was chosen to make sure
that the KT/C noise power was much less than the quantization noise power. In the
worst case, for a lObit resolution, given the input range is full swing (1.2V), the
minimum sample capacitance is given by,

f2B_X\*

C>\2KBT

(5-1)
\

*FS J

where B = 10 and VFS =\.2V. The value of sampling capacitor was chosen to be 1 pF.
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5.1.2 Switch On-resistance
The non-zero on-resistance of the sampling switch will degrade the circuit
bandwidth. To make sure that the bandwidth was large enough for a 200 MHz
sampling rate ADC, the on-resistance of the switch needed to meet the requirement
mentioned in Chapter 3. For the worst case, the on-resistance is given by

1

l

B

2Cfshi(2 -l)

K

]

If we let fs = 200 MHz , C = 1 pF and B = 10 bit, the resistance value is 178 £1
5.1.3 Clock Jitter Tolerance
As mentioned in Chapter 3, sampling jitter adds an error voltage to the output. If
the error voltage exceeds the tolerance, it will degrade the ADC performance. To
maintain ADC accuracy, this enor voltage should be smaller than half of the least
significant bit (LSB). The clock jitter should be smaller than the right side of Equation
(5-3).

•J S

For the given speed (200 MHz) and resolution (10 bit), the clock jitter should be
less than 1.6 ps.
5.1.4 OTA Gain Requirement
As mentioned in Chapter 4, in reality the OTA gain is finite - leading to an error
into the charge balance equations when the OTA is employed in a feedback system.
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The OTA gain must be made sufficiently large to mimmize this finite gain enor. The
gain enorf is given by

e<

(5 4)

ii

-

where / i s the feedback factor and Avis the OTA's open loop voltage gain. In our
case, for a 10 bit pipeline ADC, if the requirement for an enor due to finite OTA gain
is to be less than 1/4 LSB, then 1/(4x1024)=1/(4096), and with / = 1, it follows that
Av > 4096, or Av >72 dB. Fig. 5-2 illustrates the variation of relative enor versus
OTA gain.
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Figure 5-2 Gain Enor Variation with OTA Gain with / = 1
Attaining 72 dB of DC gain while maintaining a reasonable bandwidth is nearly
impossible with a simple single stage configuration (e.g, a differential pair) for sub95

micron technologies ( for example, 90 nm CMOS technology in our design). Thus
two-stage or gain-boosted configurations are applied to 10-bit pipeline ADCs.
5.1.5 OTA Bandwidth Requirement
Switched capacitor circuits suffer from the finite OTA bandwidth because of the
finite time for the circuit to settle down to its final value. Thus to ensure a minimum
settling accuracy, an certain OTA bandwidth must be considered.

If the OTA is

modeled as a first order system and is put into the feedback system as shown in Fig. 42. The OTA transfer function near the unity gain frequency is given by:

A(s) =
\ + S I CO.
3dB

A®:3dB

(5-5)
_

fya

where cota is frequency near unity gain, Av is OTA's DC gain, G>MB is OTA's
bandwidth and cota is OTA's unity gain frequency.

If an OTA is employed in a

feedback circuit as shown in Fig.4-2 and a unit step is applied to the input, the
feedback circuit transfer function during the integration phase is calculated by

HCL{s) =

As)

1
sl +

A(s)*f
co,to.r

1
sl

+

s
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•f

l

sf

1+-

s
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(5-6)

The time domain output is given by

1
-b
K^,if) = -{\-e )

(5-7)

1
where T =

, the slew rate is neglected, / is the feedback factor, and b is the

settling accuracy in bits. The settling time for the circuit to settle is given by

*settling =K

Since the available time *settling

T)

to

l n 2

(5-8)

1
settle is half the clock period, t =

implying that the close loop bandwidth requirement is given by,

fta=b—-J-

(5-9)

In our case, for a 200 MHz 10 bit pipeline ADC, the requirement for settling
must to be less than 1/4 LSB. If b is set at 12, then the required for the unity gain
bandwidth for the OTA is around 500 MHz. The desired unity gain frequency is
much larger than the sampling frequency needed to obtain high accuracy settling.
Since the MDAC OTA must drive large capacitive loads (to minimize thermal noise),
OTA consumes a large amount of power. As such, the power consumption of an OTA
in a pipeline ADC often consumes 60-80% of the total ADC power.
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5.1.6 Dynamic Range
The switched capacitor gain stage used in this project is illustrated in Fig. 5-18
and Fig. 5-19. The input dynamic range DRI

during the sampling phase is given by

(1/2)^/2)'

nR

DR

mput =

yi

(5-10)

noise

In this project, the input is 600 mV, Vnoise = KTI Cs, and the desired dynamic
range is 70 dB. Taking all the parameters into account, the value of Cs in gain stage is
approximately 1 pF. Also the output dynamic range during the transfer phase is given
by

_{H2){V0utSmngl2)2

DR
Output

2

jy-2
noise,out

=

noise,out

KT NF
^

r

^Leff

CLeff =

J

f5-11i

\ ~

)

CL+{\-f)CF

where NFis the OTA input refened noise in Fig. 5-12 and / is the feedback factor.
The output swing is 600 mV and / is 0.8 in our project. Taking all the parameters
into account, the value of Cs in gain stage is approximatelyl.5pF . Since the value of
Cs and CF should be the same to get a gain by two function in our project, Cs and
CF was chose to be l.5pF .

Table 5-1 summarizes the component requirement for a 200 MHz lObit pipeline ADC.
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Requirements
Front-end S/H sampling Capacitor

Large than 1 pF

Switch on-resistance

Less thanl78 Ohm

Clock jitter tolerance

Less than 1.6 ps

OTA gain

Larger than 72 dB

OTA bandwidth

Larger than 500 Mhz

Cs in gain stage

Larger than 1.5 pF

CF in gain stage

Larger than 1.5 pF

Table 5-1 Component requirement for 200Mhz lOBit Pipeline ADC
5.2 Input Sample and Hold Circuit
An on-chip sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit at the front of the pipeline stages is
indicated in Fig. 5-3. This front-end S/H circuit isolates the pipeline ADC with its
driving circuit. As a result, the driver circuit suffers less kick-back noise from the
comparators in the pipeline ADC. More importantly, the S/H circuit is used to keep
the sampled input signal constant during the holding phase which can eliminate clock
skew and jitter. The design of front-end S/H circuit is very critical to the overall
performance of a pipeline ADC. The noise and linearity requirement should be the
same or better than the overall noise and linearity requirement of the ADC. As a
result, the S/H circuit usually takes a large die area and consumes quite amount of
power. To achieve low power consumption, a pipeline ADC without S/H circuit is
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proposed, as mentioned in Chapter 1. However, special effort has to be spent on the
design to avoid the signal degradation issues mentioned above.
The sample and hold circuit used in this project was a capacitor flip-over S/H
circuit as shown in Fig.5-3.
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Figure 5-3 Capacitor Flip-over S/H Circuit
For the capacitor flip-over S/H architecture, there is no charge transfened, and
only two differential capacitors are used. During the sampling phase, the differential
input signal is sampled by the differential capacitors. During the holding phase, the
input capacitors are "flipped over" by connecting their bottom plates to the output of
the amplifier. The common mode and differential mode charges are both transfened
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during this process. Although the amplifier's common mode feedback circuit will
force the output's common mode back to the desired value, the amplifier's input
common mode level will change because of the difference between the input signal's
common mode level and the amplifier output's common mode level, which means the
amplifier must be capable of handling large common-mode input variation. The flipover S/H is still widely used in the state-of-the-art high-speed pipelined ADC designs
because of its smaller size, lower noise, and lower power consumption.

These

advantages stem from the large feedback factor and lower number of capacitors. The
detailed analysis can be found in [89].
The first stage's sampling linearity must therefore be better than the overall
desired linearity. For a 10-bit ENOB pipeline ADC it is desirable that the linearity be
at least 15 bits. This allows the noise component of the effective number of bit (ENOB)
measurement to be dominant. Additionally, if the linearity requirement is met for the
entire system, then the DNL and INL should also be at least 11 bits.
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Figure 5-4 Input Sampling with MOS Switch
A common implementation of a switched-capacitor input sampling circuit is
shown in Figure 5-4. The floating CMOS switch (or transmission gate) passes signals
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anywhere in the range from the positive power supply to the negative power supply.
This switch experiences a change in its source -to-drain resistance depended on gatesource voltage,

l

R
n

ON~

rxr

l

~

MC0X-(VGS-Vth)

W

(5"12)

MCoxj-(VDD-Vm-Vth)

where finC0X is a device constant, W and L are the physical dimensions of the
MOSFET channel, and (VGS - Vtn) is the MOSFET overdrive voltage. This signaldependant resistance makes the sampled voltage on the input-sampling capacitor nonlinear.

The effect of this non-linearity can be greatly reduced if the resistance

contribution from the PMOS and NMOS transistors is balanced. This improves the
linearity because signals near the positive power supply experiences similar switch
resistance from the CMOS switch as signals near the negative power supply. To
accomplish this balance, usually the PMOS device needs to be 2 to 3 times larger than
the NMOS device. Linearity achievable in the available 90 nm CMOS process with
CMOS switches is on the order of 9 bits as shown in Fig. 5-5.
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Figure 5-5 CMOS Switch Sampling Linearity
The sampling linearity can be greatly improved if the gate-source voltage is held
constant for all input signals. A simple example of this would be to place a voltage
source between the input (source) and gate of an NMOS switch. Ideal voltage sources
are generally not within the scope of an IC design. Therefore capacitors are often used
as a means to filter out the AC noise in the power supply. A sampling system
incorporating a simplistic version of bootstrapping is shown in Fig. 5-6.
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Figure 5-7 Bootstrapped NMOS switch sampling linearity
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Linearity achievable with boostrapping in the available 90 nm CMOS process
with CMOS switches is in the order of 11 bits (Fig. 5-7). One of the major drawbacks
in bootstrapped switch circuits is that all transistors have to experience voltages
greater than the power supply. For example, the switches on the gate of the NMOS
switch (circled) in Fig.5-6 will experience source-bulk and drain-source voltages
greater than the power supply. A popular circuit used to circumvent this problem was
introduced in [90].
5.3 OTA Applied in MDAC
The first stage MDAC is the most critical circuit block to design in this system.
Not only does it need to meet stringent system input and output linearity, settling, and
noise requirements, but it also must deal with a rail-to-rail input and sample
continuous-time signal.
The specifications that our desired OTA must meet are as follows:
1)

Open Loop Gain > 10 bits (72 dB)

2)

Unity gain bandwidth >500 MHz

3)

Settling Time < 2.5 ns

4)

Linear Output Range =1.2 differential peak-to-peak volts.
The large output range (1.2Vp-p when using a 1.2V supply) and high-speed

requirements of the system make the folded-cascode OTA a natural choice for the
MDAC operational amplifier. The folded provides maximum output range while
maintaining high-speed simplicity.
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CMFB

Ml

Figure 5-8 Folded-cascode with Gain Boosting
Achieving gains of greater than 70 dB in a single cascade ((gmr0)2)

stage in

modern sub-micron processes is often not possible. For the output range desired,
multiple stages are not an option either, because it would suffer from the speed
penalties associated with compensating a two pole-system. One useful technique in a
situation such as this is gain boosting (also known as active cascode) [91]. The
concept behind this technique is quite simple. The idea of gain-boosting is to further
increase the output impedance without adding more cascaded device as shown in Fig.
5-8.
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The simple cascode circuit in Fig. 5-9 (a) has its output impedance is given by
[91]

"•out — Sm

V

o\

(5-11)

r

ol

In Fig.5-9, Mx is a source generation resistor, sensing the output cunent and
converting it into voltage as shown in Fig. 5-9(b). As illustrated in Fig. 5-9(c), the
gain-boosting idea is to drive the gate of M2 by an amplifier to force Vx to be equal to
Vb. Because Vx is regulated by an amplifier, voltage variations at the drain of M2
affect Vx to a lesser content. With small variations at node X, the output cunent
remains more constant, yielding higher output impedance [92], which is given by:
(5-12)

R

ou,=A*gm*roX*ro2

I >*-"out

V*2^\jl2
vin.-\ rW,
(a)

I fRout

MrL 2

out

Vl

:r 0 i

(b)

(C)

Figure 5-9 Gain-boosting Operation
Gain boosting can also be applied to a fully-differential OTA. In this case, the
output common mode control of the OTA sets the bias voltage of the cascode
transistor.

The differential gain boosting technique shown in Fig. 5-8 was the

approach taken in this work. The boost amplifiers were implemented as two opposite
107

polarity folded-cascode, double-cascode amplifiers (a NMOS input pair for the top
amplifier (Fig. 5-8) and a PMOS input pair for the bottom amplifier). The additional
cascade is possible because of the near-zero output swing required for the boost
amplifiers. Moreover, minimal cunent was required for the boost amplifiers as the
output load was only the gate capacitance of the main amplifier's cascode devices.
Returning to the folded-cascode with a gain-boosting OTA shown in Fig. 5-8, the
voltage gain of the fully-differential gain-boosting amplifier is given by:

A \'^

{Smro)A

(5-13)

The Gain-boosting OTA voltage gain versus frequency is simulated in cadence and is
shown in Fig. 5-8.
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Figure 5-10 Gain-boosting OTA Voltage Gain
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5.3.1 Amplifier non-ideality effect
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the non-idealities of the OTA will affect the
performance of the actual implementation. As explained before, the first stage of an
OTA is critical to the overall converter performance. The OTA's SNDR versus gain
and The OTA's SNDR versus gain-bandwidth product are simulated in cadence and
plot using Matlab as shown in Fig. 5-11.
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Figure 5-11 Non-idealities in SNDR versus OTA characteristics
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5.3.2 Amplifier Noise
Since our ADC application was targeted to a frequency of MS/s, we ignored the
flicker noise for the time being and only counted the thermal noise because of the
large bandwidth requirement for faster settling. Flicker noise has an upper cut-off
frequency of 100 kHz. For broadband systems it contributes only a negligible output
noise power.
For a folded-cascode OTA, four cunent sources and two input differential pair
transistors contributed most of the output noise, and the auxiliary amplifiers made
small noise contributions to the output. The noise model is shown in Fig. 5-12. The
cascode transistors contributed negligible noise to the output node. We also ignored
the noise contribution from the gain booster OTA in the calculation below. Because
the MOS transistor size and bias cunent in the gain booster OTA were much smaller
than those in the main folded-cascode OTA. We concluded that the gain booster
contributed only a small amount to the total output noise.
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Figure 5-12 Folded-cascode Circuit for OTA Noise Calculation
To calculate the noise, we refer V2n V2n, mdV2p,

to the gates of the six

transistors. Their values are given by:

V2 =AkTr —
Sm\

Wn=AkTr±-

(5-14)

Sm9

V2
n,p

=4kTr 1
8,mb

Where the coefficient r is derived to be equal to 2/3 for long-channel transistor and
may need to be replaced by a larger value for submicron MOSFET. The total input
refened noise is given by:
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V2ni =2* {AkTr — + AkTr - ^ + AkTr
Offll

Since gm is proportional to

Offll

^ )

(5-15)

Offl]

, to reduce the input refened noise, it's good to

Kdsal
have a small Vdsat for the input differential pair and a large Vdsat for the cunent source
transistor. On the other hand, a small Vdsal for the input differential pair causes lower
voltage gain, and a large Vdsal for the cunent source transistor will reduce the output
swing. Therefore, there is a trade-off among noise, voltage gain and output swing.

Noise Response
-VNIN0"2
6.0

freq (Hz)

Figure 5-13 OTA Input Refened Noise
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Noise simulation in SPECTRE gives 130 fiV-rms

integrated noise over the

entire noise band. This wide integration band is due to the sampling that will fold all
noise frequencies into the L72 frequency band.
5.4 Traditional 1.5Bit per stage MDAC
In the past 1.5 bit per stage MDAC architecture has been widely used in modern
pipeline ADC design [42] [92]. Fig. 5-9 shows the details of the 1.5bit/stage circuit. It
operates as follows.

Fig.5-14 Conventional 1.5bits/stage MDAC [42]
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out

load

Fig.5-15 Traditional 1.5bits/stage in First Phase

out

load

Fig. 5-16 Traditional 1.5bits/stage in Second Phase
During the first phase in Fig. 5-15, the input signal Vm is applied to the input of the
sub-ADC with thresholds at +V, IA a n d - F , I A. The differential input signal can
range from +Vr, to -Vref. Simultaneously, Vm is applied to the sampling capacitors
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Cs andCF . At the end of the first clock phase, Vm is sampled from Cs and CF, and
the output of the sub-ADC is latched.
During the second clock phase in Fig. 5-16, CF closes a negative feedback loop
around the OTA, while the top plate of Cs is switched to the DAC output. This
configuration generates the stage residue at Vout. The output of the sub-ADC is used to
select the DAC output voltage Vdac through an analog multiplexer, and Vdac is
capacitively subtracted from the residue so that:

^y-)vm-~viej
V = d + ^ „

ifvm>v„iA
if-Viej/A<Vm<+VtefIA

V+y-Wm+^-vtef

(5-16)

ifvm<-vreJi4

The 1.5 bits/stage design with 0.5 bit redundancy can tolerate a sub-DAC enor as
large as Vref/8, as shown in Fig. 5-17, which will relax the pipeline ADC design. The
challenge in this MDAC is the Gain-By-two design, which is used to amplify the first
stage's residue by a factor of two.

Vref/8

+Vref

+ -Vref

Fig.5-17 Enor Tolerance in 1.5 bits Stage
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The critical parameters in the MDAC design are the closed-loop bandwidth, the
OTA gain, output noise, and nonlinearity.

In this section, we focus on MDAC

bandwidth improvement and output noise reduction.

The MDAC bandwidth

determines how fast the ADC can settle. In addition, it is proportional to power
consumption. A significant amount of power can be saved by using higher closedloop bandwidth. The details of the proposed MDAC will be discussed in the next
section. The bandwidth of the conventional MDAC is given by:

BW = - =

T
where f - Cf I (Cf + Cs + C0TA),

^

*/

(5-17)

(cw+a-/)*cy)
C0TA is OTA input parasitic capacitance. Based

on Equation (5-17), it is obvious that the feedback factor / (the ratio of the feedback
capacitor to the total capacitance at the summing node) plays an important role. The
output noise is given by Equation (5-18), if we neglect the OTA input-refened noise.
72
V1 =

KT
—

tr load+{\-f)*C
4 - H _ f\*rf)
(C

\

.,. NF
*:

ff

(5-18)

where NF is the noise factor. This NF is calculated based on our gain-boost OTA.
5.5 Expanded Bandwidth, Reduced Noise 1.5-Bit per stage MDAC
As mentioned above, the switched capacitor circuit's bandwidth is affected by
the feedback factor/.

Also, the output accuracy highly depends on the matching

between Cs andC^,. Equation (5-17) shows that bandwidth is proportional toG m ,
where Gm is proportional to the power consumption.

To achieve the desired

bandwidth, the conventional MDAC will require more power consumption due to the
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feedback factor penalty. To conquer these problems, we developed a novel pipeline
MDAC architecture to minimize the impact of / . Our MDAC dramatically improves
the settling behavior and operates much closer to the unity gain frequency of the
amplifier. The novel MDAC Gain-By-Two architecture is shown in Fig.5- 18.

+Vref/4-Vref/4-

Fig.5-18 Novel MDAC Architecture
This architecture shares the comparator and analog MUX architecture with the
conventional MDAC shown in Fig. 5-14. The novel architecture operates as follows.
The MDAC operates in two phases as shown in Fig. 5-19: the sampling phase and the
transfer phase. During the sampling phase, shown in Fig. 5-19 (a), the differential
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input signals Vm+ and Vm_ is applied to the cross-over sampling capacitors Cslj
andCsl2. Then (Vm+-Vm_) is stored on CslX and -(Vm+-Vm_)\s

stored on Csi2. At the

same time, Vm+ and Vm_ will go through the comparators and MUXes to determine the
conesponding +Vdac and -Vdac values. These two voltages will be stored on capacitors
CsrX and Csr2 separately. During the transfer phase, shown in Fig. 5-19 (b), CslX
andCs,2 are serially connected together to transfer the stored voltage to the output.
Vdac is capacitively subtracted from the residue so that,

IV -V

if V >V /4

^vind

V

* refd

f

ind ^

v

refd ' ^

V = W if-V l4<V <W l4
ind
refd
ind
refd
outd
2V +V
if V <-V IA
where Vmd equals to (Vm+ - Vm_) and Vrefd equals to (Vref+ - Vref_)
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(5-19)

(a) Sampling Stage

(b) Transfer Stage
Figure 5-19 Novel MDAC Operation
As shown in Fig. 5-19 (b), the switched capacitor circuit can achieve high speed
because the feedback factor (the ratio of the feedback capacitor to the total
capacitance at the summing node) approaches unity and is much larger than that of the
traditional MDAC architecture. Such a unique feature makes the closed loop circuit
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operate at approximately the unity gain frequency of the OTA. The bandwidth is give
by
1
BW = - =

r

(Cload+Csrl/CJ

where f = (CsllICJI(CsilICsr+C0TA)

(5-20)

•f

, and COTA is OTA input's

parasitic

capacitance. The output noise is given by,

VI

KT
(cload+csriicj

•NF

(5-21)

The conventional MDAC and novel MDAC are compared in Table 5-1. To
simplify the comparison, we normalize all the parameters. Assume both architectures
use the same OTA, and they have the same Gm. Therefore, we assume COTA and
CLoad (CLoad is the next stage input parasitic capacitor) are normalized to 0.5, and
Csi = Csr =CS = CF are normalized to 1.

Ref.

/

BW

Noise

Power

MDAC[42]

0.4

0.36Gm

2.2KT*NF

1

Proposed MDAC

0.5

0.5Gm

KT*NF

1

Table.5-2 Comparison between Two MDACs
As shown in Table 5-2, the power consumption is normalized to the MDAC
power consumption.

Given the same power, we can calculate the MDAC

performance metrics based on Equation (5-17), Equation (5-18), Equation (5-20) and
Equation (5-21). Our novel MDAC can in practical achieve a better performance.
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From the above analysis, we can see that the OTA's input parasitic capacitance C,OTA
plays an important role in calculating the feedback factor /

in both MDAC

architectures. If C0TA equals to zero, our proposed MDAC wins as much as twice the
bandwidth than the traditional one, and if COTA equals to Cs, our proposed MDAC
can only achieve the same bandwidth as the traditional one. Assume that
CSI = Csr =CS =CF are normalized to 1. Fig. 5-20 shows the feedback factor versus
input parasitic capacitance C0TA.

OTA

Figure 5-20 Feedback Factor Comparison
As shown in Fig. 5-20, our approach will get a higher feedback factor and have
higher bandwidth as long as C0TA is less than CSI = Csr =CS =CF. In the real design,
COTA is always less than Csl = Csr =CS =CF.

In the design implementation, we have boosted the closed loop bandwidth. The
cunent in OTA can be reduced further as can the input parasitic capacitance. In our
design, at the same speed performance, the proposed MDAC can consume four times
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less power and produces one-half the noise of a conventional MDAC [5]. Moreover,
bandwidth is related to settling behavior.
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FFig.5-21 Step Response Comparisons between Two MDAC Architectures with Same
Power Consumption.
Fig. 5-21 shows the settling behavior comparison between the two MDAC
architectures working on differential mode with the same power consumption. The
data need to be settled by the end of the clock cycle. Therefore, the novel MDAC has
the opportunity for greater power reduction while allowing settling time compensate
to the original MDAC. The novel technique still suffers from degraded switch
linearity problem and exhibits a low SFDR (spur free dynamic range) performance.
As shown in Fig. 5-22(a), the cycle switches cannot use bottom-plate architecture,
because, when the cycle switches are switched on, the charges stored in the MOS
channels will be rejected and accumulate on the sampling capacitors, which will cause
sampling enors.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-22 Switch Enors
To minimize the charge injection enor, the bootstrapped switches will be used
for the cycle switches as shown in Fig. 5-22(b).
smaller size and will cause a smaller enor.
constant and given by
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The bootstrapped switch has a

Also, the charge injection is almost

Q = WLC0X(VDD-Vth)

= WLCOX(VDD - vth0 - r(poF+vm

- V2o7))

- > taylor series
=

WLCox(VDD-Vtho-yj2®;t

* WLCm{VDD - Vth0

V.

Vi

A<Sp

8(20f)

-))

(5-22)

-y^pi-^-))

where <£>F = 0.9(F) and y = 0.45(F2)
Moreover, there are a number of parasitic capacitors that impacts the MDAC's
performance.

Due to the differential operation, most common mode parasitic

capacitor noise can be eliminated, but the parasitic capacitor between drain and
substrate, Cdb, is voltage dependent, as shown in Fig.5-23 and lack of settling causes
Cdb to change and that causes distortion at high clock rates. There were two more
switches to generate more Cdb in our design.

'db

Cdb=Cn-kV
Real curve
Vdb
Figure 5-23 Voltage Dependent Parasitic Capacitance Cd
To calculate the voltage dependent parasitic capacitor effect on the MDAC
performance, we apply charge conservation and KCL and get
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cs(Kul+-KJ = csvm + (c0-kvm+)
Cs(V0Ut_-Vcm)

=

WLC0X
{V DD-Vth~aV
ox\' DD
th u l * '

-C5Vm+{C0-kVm_)

m-)

WLCox{VDD-Vth-aV„

(5-23)
«+)

The output reflecting parasitic capacitor Cdb is given by

V , = (2 out

C0WLCO;
2C<

V

.(a-k(VDD-Vlh)))V„

C0WLCox

akV2

2C C

=>
HD2 =

KCWLC,
o

OX

4CS

aVc<

In our case,

a = 0.1
(5-24)

K = 0.06 fF I urn IV
L = 90nm
Cox = 1 IfF I um2
Ro = 50ohm * um
C0=\2fFlum2

Vcm = 0.6
The SFDR performance versus sampling frequency due to parasitic capacitor
effect is illustrated in Fig. 5-24.
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Figure 5-24 Simulated SFDR Performance versus Sampling Frequency with Parasitic
Capacitance Effect
Form Fig.5-24, SFDR is approximately 84 dB with a 200 MHz sampling rate and
1.2 peak to peak differential input swings. Real-life situation is more complicated and
will be measured in physical silicon.
5.6 Sub-ADC
A sub-ADC is employed to quantize the input signal and generate the
intermediate digital bits for each stage. In our design, the 1.5 bits per stage sub-ADC
architecture has three binary states for its output: 00, 01, and 10. To get the three
binary states, two differential comparators with thresholds set at +VR IA and -VR IA
are needed as shown in Fig. 5-25. Fig. 5-25 shows the locations of the sub-ADC
thresholds and conesponding digital outputs.
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Figure 5-25 Sub-ADC Threshold Locations and Conesponding Digital Outputs
The comparators used in the sub-ADC are shown in Fig. 5-26. It consists of a
capacitor network, clocking circuitry and voltage comparators. The outputs of the two
differential comparators, which are part of the sub-ADC, are sent to the sub-DAC
block. Logic within the sub-DAC block generates the three allowable binary states for
a 1.5 bit per stage architecture.
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Figure 5-26 Differential Comparator in Sub-ADC
There are four clock phases ( $ , <j)2, <j)Xp, ^2p) which are used to control the
comparator operation. Capacitor C0 and Cx are sized with a ratio of 1:3 to divide the
V
VR by a factor of four. The four capacitors network is used to obtain thresholds ±—for the comparison operations.
(Ke/+

=

The value of VR is different from +Vref and -Vrefr

900 mV, Vcm= 600 mV and Vref_ = 300 mV) and can be calculated as follows:

V
y

_

-V

rej+
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ref~

(5-25)

The inputs of the voltage comparators are given by
V

+V. =+V- +-*inc

.

in

(5-26)

V

-V.
inc

=-V.

—^
in

A

The switched circuit comparators are operated as follows.

During phase c/)2,

±Vref is sampled and stored on C0 and ±Vinc is set as the common signal voltage Vcm .
During phase <f>x, input signal ±Vin is applied and C0 and Cx are connected together.
Since the ratio of C0and Cx is 1:3, ±Vref is redistributed between C0and Cxto get the
desired value in Equation (5-26).

M3|

M4 [
out

A—+E—I

Preamp

Regeneration
__ ...Latch
Figure 5-27 Latched Comparator
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SR
Latch.

The critical part of this comparator module is the latched comparator shown in
Fig.5- 27. It has three stages: input pre-amplifier, regeneration latches, and output SR latch. The input pre-amplifier is just a simple NMOS differential pair, which not
only provides some first stage gain but also reduces the kick-back noise from the
regeneration latches.

The NMOS switches ( M 3 and M4) will turn off the input

differential pair during the regeneration interval to save power. Turning them off also
helps to suppress kick-back noise from the following regeneration latch stages. The
PMOS and NMOS complementary regeneration latches help to speed up the
regeneration compared to only PMOS latches or only NMOS latches.

The

regeneration latches are reset to a voltage close to that of the power supply by Mxx and
Mx2 during the (j)2 phase. The reset switch M10 across the differential latching node
reduces the offset due to the mismatch of M n and MX2. The NMOS switch M 9 will
disable the NMOS regeneration latch during the resetting phase to avoid any large DC
cunent to ground.

The output S-R latch will hold the comparison result during the

whole clock period for the convenience of the encoding logic in the following stage.
5.7 Sub-DAC
The function of the sub-DAC is to supply the gain stage with the analog voltage
level that represents the quantized portion of the input sample. The quantized portion
is subtracted from the input signal to create a residue that will be sent to the next stage.
The sub-DAC calculates the digital word for that stage according to the outputs from
the sub-ADC. For the 1.5 bits per stage architecture, the sub-ADC can have one of
the three binary outputs: 00, 01, and 10. These conespond to the sub-DAC outputs
of-J^ / 2, 0, and +VR 12 respectively.
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Fig. 5-28 shows the combination of logic and switches used to implement the
sub-DAC. The inputs of the 3-input NAND gates are outputs of the sub-DAC and
clock. The digital outputs are obtained after the NAND operation. They are forced
into shift register anay to synchronize all outputs of all stages. As shown in Table 5-3,
for a given binary output, the conesponding VDAC+ and VDAC_ are selected and sent to
the gain stage, where they are subtracted from the original input signal to generate the
residue.
MSB LSB

v

V

A A

A

B2

0

l

0

1

l

0

0
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0
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1 0
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'
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V
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V
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'

REF+

V
REF-

'
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Table 5-3 Truth Table for Pipeline Stage and Conesponding sub-DAC Outputs

REF-

Figure 5-28 Sub-DAC Circuit
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*REF+

5.8 Digital circuit
Of primary importance in pipeline converters is the digital conection of digital
output bits each stage. The outputs of every stage must be stored until the last stage
gives the digital output. In our design, the shift register is used to implement the
memory function. The design for the shift register was implemented in [91]. The
basic structure of the shift register consists of inverters connected with switches, as
shown in Fig. 5-29. The clocks are non-overlapped differential phases, and every
other string of shift registers requires an additional stage of inverters. As shown in Fig.
5-29, digital data A and B will shift to the right side of the circuit when (j>2 is high.
At the beginning, A is shifted through during <p2 and B is shifted through during^,.
Data from each stage are valid alternatively on opposite clock signals. Therefore,
after N cycles, all the digital outputs are synchronized. The shift register is used to
shift the eight stages of two bits/stage outputs before the data is sent to the conection
logic block.

A
X

X

X

iTS~£>CMro
e-H >CM*-^H
>o-«*-^H > o H > 0 - ^ B

x

x

• x

Figure 5-29 Shift Register
Before the outputs are sent out, the digital data were conected by conection logic.
In our pipeline converters, there were about twice as many bits generated through each
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pipeline stage than actually required. These redundant bits needed to be digitally
conected to generate the conect ultimate output. There are many ways that can be
applied to implement the logic calibration. But the concepts were similar. The outputs
of the earlier stages were kept in the shift register until stage N provided its output.
The collected data bits were then added to generate the required bits. In our design,
the concept behind the conection logic is illustrated in Fig. 5-30.

MSB LSB
MSB LSB

Stagel
Stage2

MSB LSB
MSB LSB

+

Stage N-1

MSB*— (N+1 Output Bits)— LSB
Figure 5-30 Digital Conection Concepts
In order to perform the mathematical operation shown in Fig. 5-30, a simple
calculation for the operation is illustrated in Fig. 5-31.

a

+
Y

z

Figure 5-31 Mathematical Analysis of Digital Conection
As shown in Fig. 5-31, the binary operations are operated as follows:
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Z =D
Y = B@C

(5-27)

X = A + BC
Y is calculated by a simple XOR. The CARRY-BIT block is applied to implement the
AND/OR operation to generate Xas stated in Equation (5-27).
5.9 Pipeline ADC Layout
The chip was fabricated in IBM 90 nm CMOS process technology. Because of
the presence of the digital circuits in the sensitive analog circuits, special layout
techniques are necessary. The layout floor-plan of a fully differential pipeline ADC is
sketched in Fig.5-32. The first, second, third and fourth stages are located from the
left to the right depicted in Fig.5-32. Also, to avoid capacitive coupling, all the
switches were placed in the outer spaces so that the clock bus could be distributed
sunounded with a ground-shielded guard ring, providing isolation and a low
impedance return path for the injected substrate noise. The clock signal was fed
through the bottom and was distributed according to H-tree architecture to allow for
nearly equal delay to each stage.
In addition, a large p+ substrate contact tied to digital substrate bias was
inserted between the sensitive analog and the noisy digital circuits, which provide a
low impedance return path for switching noise injected into the substrate. Decoupling
capacitors filled the empty area within the chip.
Capacitor matching is another critical issue to maintain accuracy. As a result, a
uniform sized capacitor was chosen to implement all the sampling and integrating
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capacitors. To further avoid mismatch due to over-etching, the dummy capacitors
were placed on the boundaries of capacitor anay.

Input
Signal

Digital
Output

Sample
Clock

Figure 5-32. Layout Floor-Plan of a Fully Differential Pipeline ADC
5.10 Measurement result
The prototype circuit was fabricated using a 90nm IBM CMOS process. The
total active area of the ADCs is 0.7 jum* 0.6/mi and the die photo is shown in Fig. 533. The chip was packaged by Quad Flat No lead (QFN) 72 pins package. The
packaged Chip is installed into a socket for measurement.
consumption is 40mW at 1.2-V supply.
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The total power

10 in in

Figure 5-33. Chip Photo of the Pipeline ADC with QFN Package
Figure 5-34 shows the block diagram of the testing setup. The input and output
impedance of all the terminals were matched to 50CI for the matching from the
external source to the ADC input and output. The signal-ended sinusoidal signal was
first generated by the signal function generator and the differential signal was
produced by using the Mini-Circuits ADT1-1WT (wideband 15 k - 300 MHz) balun
with a 1:1 turns ratio for simplicity. The input common mode level of the ADC was
applied at the center tap of the secondary turn. Moreover, in order to avoid the input
cunent transient from the ADC input due to sampling switches, a 1 nF capacitor was
added between input terminals to act as small charge reservoir.

Additionally, the

capacitor formed a lowpass filter to reduce the noise folding coming from the ADC
due to sampling. All the power supplies, references, cunent and voltage bias were
taken from the LDO regulator which is powered by the external power supply. The
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regulated bias was applied to the dedicated IC pins via a multiple parallel decoupling
networks.
The low jitter clock pattern generator was used to provide the clock signal for the
on-chip clock generator of the ADC and to provide a clock trigger to sample the
output data from the ADC's output at the logic analyzer. The captured data points
form logic analyzer was finally exported to MATLAB for analysis.
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Figure 5-34. Block Diagram of the Chip Testing Setup
The equipments used in the chip testing are summarized in Table 5-4.
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Test equipment

Model

Power Supply

HP 62058

Signal Generator

PMD AWG2041

Signal Generator

BK PRECISION 4084

Digital Analyzer

Agilent 1683 A

Oscilloscope

Tektronix 2236

Table 5-4 Testing Equipments

Figure 5-35 ADC Testing Setup
Fig. 5-35 shows the ADC testing lab setup. Fig. 5-36 show the ADC digital
output from digital analyzer at sample rate at 400 KS/s.
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Figure 5-36 ADC output from digital analyzer sampled at 400KS/s
Fig. 5-37 shows the output spectrum of the novel ADC for a 3.89MHz input
signal sampled at 95 MS/s. The SNDR was 46 dB and SFDR was 57 dB.
N=4096 SNDR=46, SFDR=57
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Figure 5-37 Output Spectrum for an Input Signal 3.8MHz sampled at 95 MS/s
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Fig. 5-38 shows the SFDR and SNDR performance as a function of input
frequency at the fixed sample rate of 95 MHz. The measure results are summarized in
Table 5-4.
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Figure 5-38 SFDR and SNDR as a Function of Input Frequency at a Sampling Rate 95
MHz
Architecture

Pipeline 8X1.5b, lX2b

Technology

IBM 90nm CMOS

Supply Voltage

1.2V

Input Range

1.2V P-P differential

Resolution

10b

ENOB

7.3bit

SNDR

46dB

SFDR

57dB

Fs

95Mhz

Power

40mW

FOM

2.6pJ/convstep
Table 5-4 Measured Results
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W O R K
6.1 Conclusions
Pipeline converters are widely used in communication systems as the analogdigital interface.

Compared to other types of ADCs, the pipeline ADCs has the

benefit of maintaining high accuracy at high conversion rates with low complexity and
power consumption. In this thesis, the performance limiting factors and their effects
on the performance of a converter were studied, especially the power consumption.
Also several novel design technique applied to ADC were presented. A 95 MHz 10-bit
low power pipeline ADC is fabricated and measured using our proposed low power
technique.
The thesis started with the basic introduction of data conversion history and our
motivations, Chapter 2 introduced the basic knowledge of the data conversion process
and how the different converters work. In Chapter 3, the sample and hold process was
discussed, and the effect of different limitation on sample and hold performance was
addressed.

A high speed switched source follower sample-and-hold circuit with

feedthrough cancellation was presented and the proposed SSF realized a more than 6
dB improvement in total harmonic distortion performance. The low power switched
capacitor circuit design techniques were present in Chapter 4. All of the non-ideal
factors with their effects on the circuits were discussed in detail, including finite OTA
gain, finite OTA bandwidth, charge injection and non-ideal switch. Those factors can
greatly degrade the ADC performance without careful design. Moreover, a rail-to-rail
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time domain comparator was proposed for ultra low power applications, which will
not only save power but also will be better scalable with sub-micron technology.
In Chapter 5, the implementation of a 95 MHz 10-bit pipeline D converter was
discussed. It started from the topology down to the circuit implementation of various
building blocks. Pipeline ADC was applied to our novel multiply-digital-to-analog
converter (MDAC) architecture. The proposed MDAC architecture which minimized
the feedback factor effect in the switched capacitor circuit saved more than 50%
power consumption and reduced noise effect more than 20%. The prototype circuit
was fabricated in the IBM 90 nm CMOS process and measured. The novel 10-bit
ADC achieved a peak signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) of 47 dB. This
SNDR translated to a figure of merit (FOM) of 2.6 pj/conversion-step with a 1.2V
power supply.
6.2 Future work
There are still some existed low power techniques can be used in our pipeline
ADC to further reduce our pipeline ADC's power consumption: Merged the SHA with
the first stage[13][14][15], Stage scale-down[43] and digital calibration[43][50][81]
Merged the SHA with the first stage can be applied to reduce the power
consumption of the front-end SHA. The front-end SHA needs highest accuracy in the
pipeline ADC design, and it will take up almost 45% of the total power consumption,
therefore, merged the SHA with the first stage will save large power.
Another technique is stage scale-down. In pipeline ADC design, the first stage
requires higher accuracy than the following stages, and the following stages can be
less accuracy. Then the following stages don't need as much power consumption as
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the first stage. Stages scale-down techniques can save up to 70%> of total stages power
consumption.
Also, digital calibration can relax the analog blocks' requirement, and reduce the
power consumption of the analog blocks. All the offset and enors can be conected in
digital domain.
If we can apply one or more the above technique in our design, we can save more
power and achieve a better FOM performance.
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